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CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION
Background of the project,

Thi3 project is the

result of a happy combination of circumstances: the
author*s purpose, and an expressed need of the Fron¬
tier Regional School administration in South Deerfield,
Massachusetts•
It is the author*s ambition to become a school ad¬
ministrator.

Consequently, when selecting a subject or

project for a field problem, he desired to achieve two
major objectives:

(l) to perform a work that would pro¬

vide the most beneficial experience for himself, and (2)
to contribute a useful service to Frontier Regional School
or to other schools indirectly.
At the time the author was exploring the possibili¬
ties for such a project, the former Superintendent-Prin¬
cipal of Frontier Regional School suggested the preparation
of a policy handbook for the Frontier Regional District
School Committee.

A short time previous to his suggestion,

a new school committee had organized with five newly elect¬
ed and appointed members.

One of these new members, who

was elected Secretary of the Committee, called attention
to the fact that the new members were especially handicap¬
ped by the lack of a single reference or guide to past
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committee actions or current committee policies.

Thus,

the entire committee was handicapped by the inability of
the new members to make an informed, effective contribu¬
tion to the work of the committee.

Indeed, this unfortu¬

nate situation had already existed too long, for the ac¬
cumulation of school policies over an expanding period of
time made it increasingly more difficult for new committee
members to become oriented to their new, sometimes strange
duties.

The author, therefore,, promptly agreed to under¬

take the preparation of a handbook.

On March 22, I960,

the committee granted permission for the author to obtain
all minutes of the committee, and other necessary data, to
compile and organize a policy handbook.
After a review of the school committee minutes for
the entire existence of the school since 1956, it became
apparent that the written policies contained in the min¬
utes were both incomplete and inadequate.

It thus became

necessary to attempt to persuade the administration and
the committee to write new policies.
In the Summer of I960, an administrative reorganiza¬
tion of the school occurred.

A new K 1-2 Superintendent

of Schools and a new high school Principal replaced the
former Superintendent-Principal.

Also, the author became
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President of the Frontier Regional District School Teach¬
ers1 Association for the 1960-61 school year.
By a most fortunate coincidence of agreement, the new
administrators offered the fullest cooperation in the com¬
pletion of the handbook project.

A completely new and com¬

prehensive statement of teacher personnel policies was pre¬
pared in a cooperative effort by the administration and the
teachers* association.

Other school personnel policies

were subsequently written, as well as policies for other
administrative areas.

More policies were put into writing

during the period of 1960-61 than all the combined pre¬
viously written policies.
During the Summer of 1961, however, it became evident
that it would, not be wise, if not impossible, to complete
the policy handbook in the immediate future, since it was
likely that more policies would be adopted by the commit¬
tee during the Fall.

Further, as a result of the change

in administration and the accumulation of several new pol¬
icies which were pertinent to the faculty, the desirability
of a faculty handbook became more apparent than ever.

With

the approval and cooperation of the Principal, the author
then decided to prepare a faculty handbook to be ready for
use in the new school year beginning in September, 1961.
v
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There were good reasons to prepare the faculty hand¬
book before completing the school committee policy hand¬
book: (1) there were administrative policies, rules and
regulations in effect for which there should have been
but were no corresponding school committee policies;

(2)

the Principal had new ideas which he desired to implement,
some of which were of a nature to need school committee
approval and corresponding school committee policies;

(3)

many materials were available in the Principal’s Office
for use in the faculty handbook, which suggested a need
or desirability for new school committee policies;

(4)

approval of the faculty handbook by the school committee
provided an opportunity to determine, if not prove, whe¬
ther or not the committee would likely adopt several ad¬
ditional policies which the administration and the author
intended to recommend.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction.

It is the author’s belief that the

usefulness of written policies, instructions, and gen¬
eral information is self-evident.

Hence, Justification

for a school committee policy handbook and a faculty
handbook is self-evident.

However, regardless of an

acceptence of this belief, it is helpful to consider the
reasons for it.
All the literature which the author has reviewed
has assumed the value of either handbook, and has merely
stated the rather obvious reasons for creating them.

Of

course, the literature has the primary purpose of influ¬
encing the creation of good handbooks and their proper
use, by providing helpful criteria, definitions, expla¬
nations, and suggestions for the kind of contents that
should be included in them.
Purposes of written policies.

The School Business

Management Handbook of the New York State Education De¬
partment states:
One of the major functions of a board of educa¬
tion is that of policy-making. . . An administra¬
tive statement of policies in written form has many
advantages over the 1catch-as-catch-can’ procedures.
... It furnishes a guide for action by identify¬
ing common goals and allocating responsibilities and
authority. It also tends to encourage consistency
and fairness in school matters. Decisions are more
likely to be based upon sound principles, and not
upon expediency suggested by emotions of the moment
or personal power of some few individuals. Such a
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statement Is valuable, too, in the orientation of
both new board members and of new staff members.
This permits a reasonable continuity to the admin¬
istrative practices of the (organization).!
Further explanation of the purpose of written pol¬
icies is expressed by R. P. Bolan, in his Handbook for
Massachusetts School Committees:
Policies determine the direction an organization
is to follow and the philosophy by which it is to
be guided. They set forth uniform standards and
procedures to be observed. Such fundamental decis¬
ions should be made by the top management which has
over-all responsibility for the direction and ac¬
complishments of the organization.2
An article in "School Management," July, i960, states
the purpose of written policies most briefly and succinct¬
ly:
Written policies establish1 guide lines, fix re¬
sponsibility, and clarify working relationships.-^
Formulation and determination of policies.

It is

essential to the efficiency and harmonious cooperation of
the school committee and the professional administrator,
that there be the fullest possible understanding between
the committee and the administrator concerning both their
iThe New York State Education Department.
Business Management Handbook,
p. 47.

School

23olan, R. P. Handbook for Massachusetts School
Committees, pp. 8-12.
3(Author unknown), "Why School Boards and Superin¬
tendents Clash.1* School Management. p. 75*
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mutual and separate administrative roles.

The fact that

there are separate roles is clearly expressed by H. M.
Shafer, writing in the American School Board Journal:
Policy making today has two distinct aspects—
formulation and determination. The former is a
proper, though not exclusive, aspect for admin¬
istration and staff participation; whereas the
latter is the exclusive responsibility of repre¬
sentative boards.4
Mr. Bolan further elaborates on this point:
The school committee employs a superintendent
of schools, the teachers and other personnel upon
whose competence it must depend for the actual op¬
eration of the schools, but its legal powers and
responsibilities are vested in the committee it¬
self. It is accorded broad latitude in delegating
authority and it may request advice and recommend¬
ations from the superintendent, but the committee
alone is responsible for the decisions.5
A recognition of the need for an understanding of
the respective roles of the school committee and profes¬
sional administrator is also clearly stated in the Twentyfourth Yearbook of the American Association of School Ad¬
ministrators :
The board legislates; the superintendent exe¬
cutes. . . The basic divislon-of-labor principle,
discovered through the experience of those boards
and superintendents working together most effec¬
tively in the past, is that legislative powers and
^Shafer, H.M. "Role of Administration in Policy
Making." American School Board Journal, pp. 1$-21.
5Bolan, R. P., op. clt. p. 8.
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functions shall belong to the board and executive
powers and functions to the superintendent.0
To promote an understanding of the above noted
principles, the author has included a complete statement
of the "Respective Functions of Bos.rd and Superintendent
Illustrated," as quoted and adapted from the American
Association of School Administrators, Twenty-fourth Year¬
book, cited above.

(See pages 34-37> Appendix A).

Content and kinds of policies.

It is obvious that

schools vary greatly in their general characteristics,
according to size, location, age, purpose, etc.

It is

generally agreed, therefore, that policies should vary
according to the special or general need of the individ¬
ual school.

Mr. Bolan has stated the general principle

which has universal application despite the character of
the individual school:
Policies should be made to cover actual situations
that have developed or are likely to be encountered.
They should not be framed for hypothetical cases or
unlikely situations. Unusual cases should be con¬
sidered as they occur. If found to be repetitive,
their solution may constitute the basis of an addi¬
tion to existing policy.7
The School Business Management Handbook of the New
York State Education Department offers the following
^American Association of School Administrators,
Twenty-fourth Yearbook. School Boards in Action.
PP. 47-51.

7Bolan, R. P., op. cit. p. 8.
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advice concerning the content of policies:
Extremes are dangerous in policy-making. Some
boards make the mistake of substantially abdicating
their responsibilities to professional administrat¬
ors. . . Equally ill-advised is the opposite ex¬
treme of excessive control.
Policies should not be
so detailed and comprehensive that staff initiative
and administrative leadership are stifled. . .8
The New York Handbook, cited above, classifies board
policy into four major parts: policy, bylaws, rules and
regulations, and procedures; and definitions and explana¬
tions of the differences between these are clearly stated.9
These have been included in the Frontier Regional District
School Committee Handbook, in its page titled "Definitions
of Important Terms.”

(See page 33 > Appendix A).

Further clarification of kinds of policies is given
in the July, I960, issue of "School Management.”
1 Policies are principles adopted by the school
board to chart a course of action. They tell what
is wanted and they may include why and how much.
They should be broad’. . .
(Also), about rules
and regulations: ’They are the detailed directions
used to put policy into practice. They give specific
directions tolling how, by whom, where, and when
things have to be done.^u’
$The New York State Education Department, op. cit.
p. 8.
?See Firth, Gerald R.
"Use the Board Handbook for
Policy and Rules." The American School Board Journal.
lOSchool Management, ojd. cit.

p. 8.
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Purposes of faculty handbook.

In general, the pur

pose of a faculty handbook is to provide the principal
with an efficient administrative device or tool, which
serves as a source of information, instructions, and
guidance for all faculty and staff members throughout
the school year.

From the standpoint of the principal

and his clerical staff, it is above all a time-saver.
E. L. Carper, writing in the Bulletin of Secondary
School Principals, has stated several specific purposes
of a faculty handbook, as paraphrased below:
1.
2.
3*
4.
5*
6.
7*
8.

9«
10.

To resolve quickly any routine problems that
arise•
To provide a ready reference when the need
arises, saving time searching for answers.
To eliminate notices and bulletins.
To secure more uniform results, thereby elim¬
inating extra work.
To minimize confusion.
To encourage uniformity in certain procedures.
To provide a better knowledge of the accepted
philosophy and practices of the school.
To relieve teachers of the embarrassment and
wasted time which often results from asking
many questions concerning matters of varied
details.
To provide special guidance to new teachers in
the system.
To encourage better teacher-administrator re¬
lationships . H

It is the author*s view that the faculty handbook
is essentially a communications device between the prin
cipal and faculty, as the school committee policy hand¬
book is similarly a communications device between the
^Carper, E. L.
"Teacher Handbooks."
Secondary School Principals.

Bulletin of
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school committee and the school organization.
Content of faculty handbook.

It is the author*s

opinion that a faculty handbook should be a comprehen¬
sive composite of general and specific information and
administrative instructions.

This was the guiding prin¬

ciple in the preparation of the Frontier Regional School
Faculty Handbook.

Consequently, the handbook includes

virtually all those items which Anthony J. Carpenito
found were believed important in his study of teachers*
handbooks in Massachusetts.l2

(See pages 70-72, Append¬

ix B).
Delbert L. Baker has given sound advice that the
faculty handbook be composed in simple, short and con¬
cise sentences.^

This is essential to clarity and to

avoid ambiguities which might lead to different inter¬
pretations or misunderstandings which could defeat the
purpose of the handbook.
Use of the faculty handbook.

The author is in com¬

plete agreement with A. J. Carpenito*s following comments
The administrator distributes his handbook with
serious obligations. When he presents such a book
to his teachers, he must commit himself to the duty
of accepting any procedures that are followed as out
lined. Responsibility for any action taken as a re¬
sult of anything written in the handbook should be
shared by the administrator. With this handbook the
l2Carpenito, Anthony J. Inaugurating a Teachers *
Handbook for Tenney High School, Methuen, Massachusetts,
pp. 24-27.
13Baker, Delbert L. "The Formation of Teacher’s
Handbook." Bulletin of Secondary School Principals.
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administrator must honestly admit that the proced¬
ures had been devised to the best of his abilities
and when carried out would receive his full sup¬
port. It is only then that the handbook can be
an item worthy of respect.14
As quoted from Mr. Carpenito, ”The principal’s fore¬
word should indicate clearly the nature and purpose of
the handbook.

In this way, the teacher may be made to

realise what is expected of him in the use of it.”15
Also, ”... any book devised is not to be construed as
a sacred, fixed and final word of authority.

The teacher

should be made to realise that rules may be changed by
the faculty or administration if such changes serve a
better purpose.”^
Consistent with the above point of view, it is de¬
sirable that faculty and staff members, especially de¬
partment heads, be encouraged to suggest and contribute
revisions or amendments to the faculty handbook.

It is

believed that this will abet faculty morale, improved
faculty-administration relationships, an improved hand¬
book, and a greater appreciation for the handbook.
The effectiveness of a faculty handbook, in the
final analysis, depends largely upon the use which the
l^Carpenito, Anthony J., op. pit.
l^Kyte, George C.

p. 13*

The Principal at Work.

pp. 6-8.

l^Jackett, Edwin A. ”Staff Morale.” Bulletin of
the National Association of Secondary School Principals.
p. 1

w.
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principal makes of it.

Its mere existence will net as¬

sure that the teachers and staff read or follow it.

It

is strongly urged, therefore, that the principal follow
the suggestions below:
1.

Establish a Faculty Handbook Committee.

(See

Chapter 17, below).
2.

Use the handbook extensively at the beginning of

the year in the reorientation of returning teachers, and
especially in the orientation of new teachers.
3*

Make frequent references to the handbook in the

daily bulletin during the school year, when timely and
appropriate, to call attention to certain specific infornation, instructions, or procedures.

CHAITER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

CHAPTER III
PIET HOD OF PROCEDURE
Statement of the problem.

In the case of the school

committee policy handbook, it was first necessary to iden¬
tify all committee policies as stated in the minutes of
the committee.

Second, it became necessary to put into

writing certain policies known to be practiced but not
written.

Third, it became desirable to write several new

policies for important topics which had been neglected
(e.g., teacher personnel policies)..

Finally, it was de¬

sirable to locate pertinent professional data to include
for purposes of information, explanation, and guidance,
to make the handbook more meaningful and useful to the
committee•
In the case of the faculty handbook, it was primarily
a matter of collecting, collating, and organizing existing
materials which were appropriate to include in the hand¬
book.

However, the principal and the author felt it desir¬

able to revise several rules, regulations, and procedures,
and in several instances to write new ones.

As examples,

the student rules and regulations were completely revised
and amended,; the Mid-term Progress Report was an entirely
new invention, the administration’s policies were stated
for the first time, and the faculty rules and regulations
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were reorganized, revised, and amended.
In Its Initial stages, therefore, the problem re¬
quired historical and descriptive research; and, when
this failed to provide the material for our desired prod¬
uct, we created new materials.
Sources of data.

Data for the committee policy hand¬

book were obtained from the following sources:
1. Minutes of the Frontier Regional District School
Committee•
2. New policies prepared by the author, superintend¬
ent, and principal, and approved by the school committee.
3* School Business Management Handbook, New York
State Education Department.
4. American Association of School Administrators,
Twenty-fourth Yearbook, "School Boards in Action."
Data for the faculty handbook were obtained from the
following sources:
1. Materials and information on file in the Princip¬
al^ Office at Frontier Regional School.
2. New materials prepared by the author and the
Principal.
Treatment of the data.

The interested reader may

observe the treatment of the data in the appendices.

At¬

tention is invited to the following key points:
1. The organization of materials as indicated in the
Tables of Contents.
2.
Policies in the school committee policy handbook,
which are not followed by dates in parentheses, are new
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policies which became effective upon adoption of the
handbook by the school committee on January 23> 1962.
3* Materials in the faculty handbook are generally
organized in homogeneous categories.
/

4. Materials in the faculty handbook which are sub¬
ject to definite change each year have been placed in the
appendices, although all materials in the appendices are
not of this nature.
Order and schedule of procedure.
1.
Permission was obtained from the school committee
for the policy handbook project, March 22, I960.
2.

March 22, I960—-August, 1961:
a.

Policies identified and extracted from school
committee minutes.

b.

Source materials, including bibliography of
professional literature, located and organized.

3* August—September 1, 1961: faculty handbook pre¬
pared and completed.
4.

September, 1961—January, 1962:
a.

New policies written for policy handbook.

b.

Contents of policjr handbook organized.
#

5* In December, 1961, a preliminary draft of the pol¬
icy handbook was submitted to the school committee, revised,
and approved.
(See Appendix C).
6. A final draft of the policy handbook was submitted
to the committee on January 9> 1962, and minor necessary
corrections were noted.
7* After minor corrections, final draft of policy
handbook was adopted by the school committee on January 23>
1962.
#

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions.

The Frontier Regional District School

Committee Policy Handbook and the Frontier Regional School
/

Faculty Handbook, Appendices A and B, respectively, repre¬
sent finished products and the conclusion of this project;
and they are largely self-explanatory.

However, neither

of these handbooks is perfect, complete, or final, of
course.

As explained in Chapter II, above, and in the

Foreword to the policy handbook, it is both desirable and
expected that necessary and desirable changes and improve¬
ments be made in both handbooks.

Obviously, this respons¬

ibility now rests with the Principal, Superintendent, and
School Committee of the Frontier Regional District School.
Recommendations.

To amplify the general recommenda¬

tion implied above, the following specific recommendations
are offered for the use and improvement of both handbooks:
1.

School Committee Policy Handbook.
a.

The Superintendent of Schools, Chairman and
Secretary of the Frontier Regional District
School Committee should assume the responsi¬
bility to make the maximum use of the hand¬
book, and to insure that it is kept up to
date with the most carefully and precisely
written revisions and amendments.

b.

It is recommended that policies be written
as early as practicable for the following
topics s

c.

2.

(1)

Athletics:
(a) eligibility for par¬
ticipation in interscholastic athlet¬
ics; (b) policy on participation in
leagues and tournaments; (c) policy on
the handling of receipts from athletic
events.

(2)

Curriculum: development of a more com¬
plete statement of policies, including
curricular goals.

(3)

Home Instruction: a policy to state the
terms of eligibility and maximum time
limits.

(4)

Insurance: a policy to state the manner
and procedure for purchasing insurance
policies, to give equal and fair oppor¬
tunity to all insurance agencies, as ap¬
plicable, in all member towns of the
Frontier Regional School District.

(5)

Reports: preparation of a list and sched¬
ule of required, recurring reports, and
a specification of their minimum contents.

(6)

Student Publications: a policy to state
what publications are authorized, respon¬
sibility for their control, advertising
rules and restrictions, and handling of
their finances.

It is further recommended that the school com¬
mittee adopt a comprehensive checklist as a
criteria and guide for the development of fu¬
ture policies.
In the author*s opinion, the
topical outline contained in the School Busi¬
ness Management Handbook, New York State Edu¬
cation Department, is an ideal suggestion.

Faculty Handbook.
a.

It is recommended that the Principal appoint
a Faculty Handbook Committee, consisting of
all department heads, the Guidance Director,
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the high school Secretary, with himself as
Chairman, to review the handbook annually
and to consult on needed or desirable changes
when appropriate.
Finally, it is recommended that the Superintendent
and Principal and their staffs review both handbooks, con¬
tinuously, to insure consistency in their contents.

Par¬

ticularly, when changes are made in the Committee Policy
Handbook, the Faculty Handbook should be reviewed to de¬
termine whether or not it requires corresponding changes.
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conjunction with the Faculty Handbook, tc' assure consistency
between the legislative function of the school cr nittoe and
the executive function of the school administration.
The school committee: s policy ImncTbooh should be maintained
current with the minutes of the commit toe by its ce-crotary •
dire
aim*toe > therefore* should both clearly identify and doarly
state all policy decisions made by the committoo * In accord¬
ance with the definition of 'policy1'* as contained in the handhoc has 3;of ini tiers of Important forms, charges in ccnmituGe

■

with tbs Goiarvittce ‘ s minutes which contain the Dieted Chong *

r

add iti on«

It Xq intended that copies of this honcTboch be provided
each member of the school committee, each adniini vrativo officer
of the school, and one copy each for the secretary and president
of the Frontier he clonal District School Toachero 1

bWGcistion

'

be returned to the josatrittoe by retiring committee uiombcrc or
admini strative per son. mol»

_

IJoflnitierof Important -Terms
lo

Ohirriculum^

The academic program and oxti^-ciirrleular
activities co; the school* which arc designed
to provide educational experiences and train¬
ing for all students? any activity provided
by the school with the purpose to moot the
various needs of the students and the ccmnruilby,

Divisions of School Committee Policies **
Policy ?

Expresseo the
be philosophy of the qomittca and
answers the question;, ^tthy?44* Such actio
tion is
said to be at the legislative decision level;.

Bylarr:

press the ^local law5 within the framework
proscribed by state law and other mandates* They
answer the question* wtfhat?''\- Since bylaws pre
scribe the functions to be performed < it Is logical
to assign admlr&strative responsibility within
their framework* This action :1s also at the leg¬
islative decision level*.
.

Rules and Regulations: Express the methods by which poli¬
cies and bylaws are tc bo carried out.- They answer
the questionf wHow?w* They constitute the adminIstrative plan and are developed by the chief school
officer with the help of Ms staff 1 This phase of
the work la at the admi hi strut I ve decision level »
(Since rules and regulations must he consistent
with policies and bylaws? they should be approved
Toy the 'committee and recorded in the committee min¬
utes 5 c
Procedures: Express the operational details for carrying
’ on the program.- They answer the question? lTBe~tails?** «> These procedural matters rest at the
operational decision level and may be readily
changed as conditions demand* The committee and
higher administrative levels need not be concerned
with theme
-/ *

giant.

The entire school property upon which the school Is
locateds especially buildings? equipment., and faoll•L'G'X® S o

■^Adapted from The University of the State of New York; School
Business management Handbook, The State Education Deportment;
Albany kT yT, 1955 - P, "47.

A ESftJIlXXUZt ■ J \

. ij..' t/t03 and
luperintindent • s Res'oonslbili t los

General Pimctfons«
Gcmnltteo: Legislates and establishes general policies ,
such as the scope of the educational offerings to be maintain©a
sots length of school year and vacations ; decides extent of ex¬
penditures to he made for education; decides upon buildings to
be provided; x\ses effort to secure state legislation to moot
local needs; employs a professional school executive to admin ~
is tor the schools and evaluates and appraises hia serviceSuperintendent: As3tcr.es immediate charge of the entire
school system # an the Gommittso's chief oxeeutlve officer; co~
ordinates the work of all administrative departments ? prefer¬
ably as a superior officer under whom business and other exec¬
utives in the system servo; executes the policies of the com'"
mjLtte® or assumes responsibility fox' seeing that they are ex
ecuted and recommends policies for tho committee to consider
ih improving the system and its educational service to the
pupils and the consmunlty *
Professional ami l-lonprofesslonal Employees *
Committee: Adopts pay scales# Gleets or rejects employees
on the nomination of the superintendent • determines principles
of treatment for employees > such as those in connection with
sick-leaves? loaves of absence# pro service and in-service train
ing; retirement * and oo on*
Superintendent s nominates all certificated and noncertifloated employees; recommends for discharge any employees rend¬
ering unsatisfactory service* within tho limits of the law and
committee regulations# with Ms staff assigns# directs.. and
supervises the work of ail employees with due respect for any
individual rights involved; proposes adequate salary scales for
different classes of employees*
OuxrcX oultia of for l ngs <■
Committee: Decides the general scope of the local educa¬
tional offerings# in addition to those required by law* end
passes upon instructional procedures related to controversial
matters, such as those sometimes connected with religion?
science# social and governmental organisation, and so on? with-*
in the 11 mi to of tho law and the requirement of adequate aca¬
demic freedom of Instructors*

■^Adapted from the American Association of School Administrators
Twenty-fourth Yearbook# School Boards in Action, Washington*
D. C-, 1946*

pp. 47-51 p

Superintendent: With his staff* purchases approved texthooks and other instructional materials and equipment; schedules
classes for the various types of training and assigns space for
then; assigns appropriate instructors for the various curriculum
offerings; decides the general methods of instruction to he used;
provides for the continuous revision of courses of study to meet
changing conditions# by appointing teacher and possibly citizen
course-of*-study committees and directing the work of any curricu¬
lum experts the system may employ*
Finances*
Committees Approves and adopts an annual budget; votes tax
levies if fiscally independent or? if not. recommends adequate
levies to those who have the final power in the matter; decides
upon tho size and the time of bond levy proposals to the electors; adopts regulations for the accounting of all school funds?
and oo on..
Superintendent: mo sent o his proposed annual budget and
Interprets it for the committee; administers the budget after it
is adopted and keeps expenditures within its limits; provides
for all possible economics that do not endanger educational re¬
sults; directs tho accounting of all school funds; makes proper
financial reports to tho committee*
Plant.
Committee: Decides what buildings shall be built? when and
whore;, and what equipment shall be purchased for them; decides
upon extensions of buildings and any mn^or alterations; selects
and purchases school sites for future plant expansion; selects
and employ school architects as needed; decides the number of
caretakers for the buildings and the general quality of care to
bo given—all with the counsel of the superintendent*
Superintendent: Directs the planning of all educational
features of now buildings or alterations of old buildings and
counsels the architects in the general plans for such building
erection; assigns caretakers to all buildings and maintains gen¬
eral supervision over their work; provides for needed experiment¬
ation in determining economical and otherwise efficient methods
for building care and upkeep*
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Pupils »
Committoo: Determines pc lie loo regarding ago or school
entrance, within the law; p.uth iee the stabliohmont of
apodal schools or classes or other facilities for pupils
who arc physically or mentally hcuxdlo&ppoc' ; determines tho
general requirements for graduation from tho various unite
of tho aystern; provides for protection of health by use of
school lunches> modicol and dental clinics* and school nurses?
makes regulations regarding corporal punishment? truancy? and
delinquency*
Superintendent • Administers all schools and classes
established by commltteo action; dlrcota the instruction;,
guidance. and* discipline of all pupils; cliroots classifica¬
tion* promotions and graduation of pupils; directs research
to deterralno resulting of foots of Instruction upon pupils ?
promotes organizations, such as pupil or student counoils and
Junior Rod Cross, fox' training pupils in democratic and soci¬
ally adjusted living.
.Public Relations *
Ooranitteo: Reproaonte tho oomicunity1 s attitude toward
the kind of facilities to bo provided for education and inter¬
prets those to tho superintendent; upholds tho administration
of tho schools hofox*o individual citizens and citizen groups;
intoroedoo for projior and adequate etato legislation and financlol support for schools*
Superintendent: Direotfl a program for reaching tho citi~
sons of tho community with adequate Information about the ac¬
tivities of tho schools, tho reasons for tho activities, and
tho results obtained; Interprets tho schools and tho policies
back of thorn in addresses before civic groups whan called upon
and as available timo permits; works with parents organizations
and other groups Intoroatod> especially in school welfare ano
progress; fits himsolf, with his family* into tho civic* social?
and religious 3-ifo of the community in a oonstruotivo way.
Special Function of Oomnittoe Secretary
As the responsible clerical officer of tho committee? the
secretary is responsible to assure that all notices as required
by law or coimaittoo authorization are issued; to maintain com¬
plete and accurato minutes of committo© proceedings, actions,
and decisions; to maintain my other records as naclgnod by

the coaeitt0©? to ozocuto ail correBponder.se era pnca
releasee ag required or authorize a by the corszitteo; and
to perform any other appropriate clerical duties tho ccr
The cmperinteiaioirfc cooperates uith the secretary by
providing professional guidance, assistance, and supervision
in the porfornanee of the secretary :s duties- to assure the
ac;cimua fulfillment cf the le^ai and other desirable require ■cents cf the sbersisry's functions©

_

_

(
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SSCTICK I
THE REGIONAL BI31PJGT SCHOOL CdGilTTSS

(A)

Conceit Ion
The regic:ml district school ccsEn.-ttoo* hereinafter referred to
the CJcsamittes, shall consiei of nine nenborc:
thres from the team of Deerfield, two fron the town of
Con*two Iron th& town cf lundarlond, and two frer the
to*n- cf VTfcatelj. Ac hereinafter provided» fear of the
nine rsnbers shall 03 appointed 37 tba local school ccaicittscs and five chall h3 elected by the annual ;<rfn elec¬
tions.

(3)

Appointed lien cor s
IssrocLiately after each annual town election* ccraencicg
with the annual election next following the establishment
of the regional school district/ the loo cl school ccmsit*
tee of each n-zcor town stall appoint fron its cvn -OLibor*ship one rce:; :er to serve on the iccr;..'.ticc for a tore of one
^ear.

*

(C)

Sleeted lumbers
Cf the five elected aesbors* thore shall be tvo iron tho
towr of Deorfhold art ore free each of the towna of lorrray,
SuiwLerlarjd, and hhately. At the annual io r. dec tic *' c 3::!
fell coring the establishment of i'is regional school district*
the term cf Deerfield shall elect two nsnbera to oerve on
the C emittec, of when one shall serve for a period of tro
pears ard cc. for a peri ex-', of three years; s:id the tens cf
Gcgrray* Sunderland, and '. lately 3ha 11 each elect one neuter
to serve on the CoGnittoe, the non'cor fron the town cf Icn*
way tc serve for ons year , tho aerfber freza the town of Sun¬
der land to serve for twe pears and the neuter frer. the town
cf vfsately tc serve for three years. 1 hereafter, at every
succeeding annual town election whsn a n&xnhar town is re¬
quired to elect a iconbor > each such town shall elect such
neeber to serve for a terc cf three yoarn.

(D)

Interin CoEErittee

The interim consult tee sliail cons iso of nino sehtera#
in ten days after the ostabliBiroexrb of the regional school

Arur-cement

;

(2)

district- tho local school committee of each member town
3hall appoint cro me:.! or and the four members do appointed
shall servo until their successors are appointed aid qual¬
ified as provided in section 1 (B). The moderator of the
toxm of Deerfield shall appoint two members and the moder¬
ators of the towns of Conway, Sunder lend, and Whateiy shall
each appoint one menber and the five monbers so appointed
shall servo until their successors arc elected a:id quali¬
fied as provided in section 1 (C).
Vacancies
If a vacancy occurs among the appointed members > the local
school committee of the MGsbor town involved shall appoint
a member from its own msnbsrship to serve for the remainder
of the unexpirad term* If a vac? icy occurs among the elect¬
ed members, the selectman of the member town involved shall
appoint a member to rorve until the next annual town elec¬
tion, at which election a suqcc:3or shall be elected to
serve for tho remainder of the unexpired term, if any*

(F)

Organisation
Promptly upon the appointment of tho Initial members, and
thereafter upon the annual appointment and election of
successors, the Committee shall organise and chocco by
ballot a chairman from its cm: KGiub-3r3hAp and appoint a
treasurer and a secretary who may bo the same person; but
who need not be members cf tho Committee. At such organ!
sat ion mooting or at any other meeting, tho Committee shall
fix the time and place for regular annual mootings and pus"
vide for the calling of special ;,)ooti3
upon notice to all
its members, ana may oiicooo such other officers as it deems
advisable and prescribe their powra and duties.

(G)

Powers and Duties
The Committoe shall have all the powers and duties confer¬
red and imposed upon school committees by law and conferred
and imposed upon it by this agreement, and such other addi¬
tional powers and duties as are specified in section 16 to
16 I of Chapter seventy-one of tho General laws and any
ether provisions of general or special law*

Arroesr-ent
(H)

Quorum
• A majority of the nonbars of* the full iiGrtlrsrBhip ox the
Committee shall oonstituto a quorum for the transaction
of buGiiaesSi except as othorrd.se provided in section Xx.
SECTION II
LOCATION OF JEGICSAL DISTRICT SCHOOL
The regional district school shall be locai.ec in "tnc
town of Dear viola.
SECTION III
TYFE OF REGIONAL DISTRICT SCHOOL
The regional district school shall be a Junior^senicr
high school consisting of grades 7 through 12? inclusive.
The Ccramittoe is hereby authorized to establish and maintain state-aided vocational education, acting as trustees
therefor? in accordance with the provisions of chapter 74
of the General Laws and acts amendatory thereto or depend*
ent thereon; if the Committee deems it desirable.
SECTION IV
APP03T10I1CENT AND PAANKNT CF
COSTS INCURRED BY THE DISTRICT

(A)

For the purpose of apportloning assessments levied by the
district*against the member towns? costs shall be evaaea
into two categories: construction costs and operating costs

(B)

Construction costs shall include cost of site? cost of
building cons tract ion and equipment, cost of pxans. arena ~
tect?s fees? consultants: fees? cost of grading? ana any
other costs which may be incurred to put the bifUving end
premises in operating condition? and^alsc interest cn in¬
debtedness incurred to meet these outlays.

—

4o
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Agreement
(C)

Operating costs shall include all costs not included In
construction costs as defined in section l’V (B) but ineluding interest on temporary notes issued by the district
in anticipation of revenue *

(.0)

Payment of construction costs shall bo apportioned among
the member towns as follows:
Deerfield
Conway
Siander land
tJhately

53.2$
9*5/5
16 - 7/5
18*6$

(E)

Operating expenses for the first calendar year next _ fol¬
lowing the establishment of the regional school district
and for any calendar year thereafter shall he apportioned
to the member towns on the basis of their respective en¬
rollments .in the regional district school on October 1 of
the preceding year «. In the event that enrollment in the
regional district school has not been accomplished by- sard
October 1? operating expenses shall be apportioned on the
basic of onrol3jaent"in grades 6 through XI of pupils ro~ ^
siding in each mo mb or to wn and receiving education at such,
town’s expanse as of October 1 of the preceding year; pro¬
vided, however, that in the first.year in which an enroll¬
ment in the regional district school has been accomplished
as of October 1, a revised apportionment shall he made on^
the basis of ©ach town: s enrollment in the regional aiaorlet
school as of the said October 1 and any resulting ad jus tmoi-u
cf such year's operating expenses payable by each town snalj.
be made by debit or credit.* as the case in&y be, on oo.cn.
town’s share of tho budget for the ensuing calendar year.

fp)

The payment for proportionate shares of construction and
operating costs of each of the member towns for each year
shall be made, upon certification by the District Treasurer
as specified in section 11 below,, by the respective to.rn
treasurers by Chech payable to tho District in throe ecj.ua_.
installments on the first day of April, August, and Deoenoer*
SECTION V
LEASE AND SALS CF BUILDINGS AND SITS
The town of Deerfield is hereby authorized to lease to
the regional school district all the premioos and buildings

^reeiasrrt
v~r:r- as fha public hi~h school cf Deerfield, includiUG
-- vi

school buildir£, the vocational agricultur3
•

nr lvs .
I lie 1.3C_3 c slai— os icr a rem cf t*f3rty y caps
and the tern shall net ccsmancs sooner than ana year after
- j--= i2ic el £ .ur-i el the contract for ccnstr .cticr of -he
"*oes ~~21 .Hrtrie> sc-iod auu nci .Lai-or t.iar. ^-ee. opo^-ii— -- m
c:ir~i:: £ mm: if operaticus of sail rL.LiOL.al district sc. 00j.*
r-j ; r. -3 7 shall contain provisions authorising the re^ional
rehcol district to repair, ir prove. aicer cr ronodel any cl
the. leased buildings - -There shall ho excepted free ahe
iesss 3c ru 07: of the land as the selection cl the tovru cl
Deerfield and the L'-eileiial district school coemit too coon

r l ~c:lor" fr the site of tbs repioral district school*
She tcvn cf Deerfield shall receive no rental ler this
leeoe. Pothirm contained in the lease cha-m prevent uoa
*• - - — -- leerf'elc fron renevinp tho lease at the expiration
c^the* lease. The lease shall he on such other terns as
-rv .3 dctemii^d “bp the selectmen of tho toun c: Dooxxieia
*rhc shall oxccuts the ..easo in ccoa-a. c..
*/ .*-.•
The t<rci of Deerfield is hereby authorised to soil to fne
regional rcliocl district tho land excopted fros uae ^easo
fee? tho site cf :hs regional district cchcc_. ^ ine price c.
the sals of said lend shall be one hundred do liar 3. pio
tom of dorrjay shall be assessed twenty dollars ? one wC^ai
cf Cunferland• fore7 dollars; and tas tovm of ./hate^j *
forty dollars.
iithin thirty days after the rcpiorjm cll.o_
tricf school ccrmitt-ee has first incurred acm as proj. - —
in~section 15 {d; of chapter 71 of the General -a'«* &£e
selectmen cf the town of Doerfieia 3hall convey 00^ c-e
re.vionAi school district the cold land ana toe -epaenc.^
district school ccrrmittee shall assese the co rs c ^
3
Sunderland, ard lhatoly as provided aoovo. and a- the^r
next ar.oue: tetfn rastints the oala touns sna.j- ap^wprx,.o«
the anc-Tits so assessed and the respective fccrcm
shall thereupon pay to the regional _ school oistrict -ea.
urer the er.ou.otc ao appropriates ana toe saiv.
-!*»*«
school district treasurer shall pay 'one^ one hunorea ~c2tc tho treasurer cf the tovai of Decrf _ 3 xo.-

A/freetaefit
SECTION VI
TRANSPORTATION

Each member town? acting through its .local school coinnittoo, shall is responsible for providing transportation
to and from the regional district school onco each day in
which a regular soscion thereof Is scheduled * to each stu¬
dent thereof who resides in ouch town and who would he
furnished such transportation if the regional district
school were a town school. Such other transportation as
the Committee may deem necessary shall 'be furnished by the
; and the cost thereof shall con¬
stitute an operating expense«.
SECTION VIX
ADMISSION OF ADDITIONAL TOWNS
By an amendment of this agreement adopted under and in
accordance with section IX below* any other town or toms
may be admitted to the regional school district upon adop¬
tion as therein provided of such amendment and upon accept¬
ance* by the town or- towns seeking admission of the agreement
es so amended and also upon compliance with 3uch provisions
of law as may bo applicable and such terms as may be set
forth in such amendment*
SECTION VIII
SEPARATION
Any member town may petition to withdraw from tho regional
school district under torms stipulated in a proposed amend¬

ment to the agreement provided (l) that the town seeking to
withdraw has paid over to the regional school district any
operating cobIu for vrhich it became liable as a member of
the district* and (2) that said town shall remain * liable to
the district for Its share cf the indebtedness, other than
temporary Indebtedness incurred in anticipation of revenue ?
of the district outstanding at the time of such wlthdravml?
and for interest thereon? to the same extent and in the some
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Arr scmsnt
manner ac though tho town had not withdrawn from the
district, except that such liability oh?11 ho reduced
'ey any amount which ouch town
paid ore; at the time
cf withdrawal and which has been applied tc the payment
of such indebtedness or- interest.,
(3)

Said petitioning town shall cease to be a neither town
if the propocsb. arioirdraorit is approved by the CcmmittoG
and accepted by the petitioning team and each of tho
other member towns > acceptance by the petitioning town
and by the other member towns to be by majority vote at
an annual or special town meeting*

(0;

Money received by tho district from the withdrawing town
for payment of funded indebtedness or interest thereon
shall bo used for this purpose only*
SECTION XX

m-mw&ms
This agreement may be amended from time to time in tho
manner hereinafter provided? but no such amendment shall
be made which shall substantially impair the righto of the
holders of any bonds or acta* or other indebtedness of the
district then outstanding, or th? rights of tho district to
procure the means for payment thereof, provided that noth*
ing in this section shall prevent the admission cf a new
town or towns to tho district and the reapportionment ac¬
cordingly of that part of the costs of land acquisition and.
construction represented by bonds or notes of the district
then outstanding and of interest thereon. A proposal for
amendment ray he initiated by a. signed petition bearing the
signatures of 10 per cent of the registered voters of any
one of the member towns or by a majority of all the members
of the regional district school committee# Any such propo¬
sal for amendment shall be presented to the secretary of
the Committee who shall mail or deliver- a notice in writing
to the Board of Selectmen of each of the member tovms that
a proposal to amend this agreement has been received and
shall enclose a copy of such proposal (without tho signa¬
tures in the case of a proposal by petition) * The selectmen in each member town shall include in the warrant for

V rcoirert

the next annual or u special torn meetirs called for the
■ tj
thereof* Such araenernent shall take effect upon its ac¬
ceptance by each of the member towns in the manner here¬
inabove provided#

anoxxoil x
niourtriHa op be as?
Within tvo days after the d&t© on ifoich the Committee
authorizes tic incurring of debt, other than temporary
debt in anticipation of rovoiine to be received from
member towns? the Jommittee shall cause written notice
of the- date of ee.i - authorisation* the dam authorized .
for authorizing such
.

the Board of Selectmen of e* oh moraber town at his last
known permanent address in ouch tom*
SECTION XX
5U.0C-1T

Annually» on cr before November 1> the Committee shall
prepare* a tentative operating budget for the ensuing
calendar year . attaching thereto provision for any in¬
stallment of principal cr interest to become duo; in such
year on any bonds or other evidences of indebtedness of
the District* Copies of the budget shall be mailed to
the Chairman of the Finance or Advisory Committee of each
member town; or# if there is ho Finance or Advisory Gora~
mitts© in a member town; to the chairman of the Board of
Selectmen of such town. Not later than November 15.’ tho
members of the Jp::.ait tee from eacla member town shall hold
a public hearing in ouch town? at which they shall present
the regional school district budget and shall answer any
reasonable inquiries with respoet thereto* Cn or before
December 1 the Committee shall adopt a final budget with
such modification in their tentative budget as they may
consider desirable. 'Two thirds of tho membership of the .
full Committee shall constitute a quorum for the adoption
of the operating budget and the said budget shall bo adept,<sd by the affirmative vote of at least two thirds of

AfrcoiPcnt

the membership of the full Committee * Prior to December
31 of each? y<;ar the tre surer of the Committee shall cer¬
tify to the treasurer ;>f each member town its share c£
.such budget and its share of any Installment of principal
or into reel to bee quo due in the ensuing year on any bonds
or other evidences of indebtedness of the District.
SECTION XII
STUDENTS ATTENDING SCHOOLS
OUTSIDE THE REGION

Member towns in which reside students who attend high
sfchool outside the- district on a tuition basis at the
time* the regional district school is opened may continue
oji a tuition basis such of those students who in ordinary
coursG would bo graduated within two years from the time
the regional district school is opened.
IE WITNESS WHEREOF* this Agreement has been executed?
approved, and accepted as of the 7th day of September?

195 A.
Regional School District Planning Board for the town of
(Jonway
By Erwin T. Heston
Lyman W. Graves
Raymond s. Totman
Regional School District Planning Board for the town of
Deerfield
By George E. Bell, Jr.
Hi 11:1 am E. Sodosld

Regional School District Planning Board for the town of
Sunderland
By Hi Hi am L. Hubbard
Joseph R. Sadowski
Clarence F. Clark
Regional School District Planning Board for the town of
Whately
By Constance G. Rodriguez
F. Lyndon Scott
Charles A. Pielock
Approved:
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Education
By John J. Desmond, Jr.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts > Emergency Finance Board
3y Edward S. Zelazo
Ceorgo E. Lane
Salvatore E. Alois!
Herman B. Dine

(1-11*455)

of the coEffiu.tt.oe. or the majority of came, shall comprise the
(2-22-55)

,p?
l m
the B’rontier Regional niph School*

sanlttoe shall
(7-24-55)

Ifoetlnp; Ttes* The socor Tuesday of oac.b month shall bo the
regular meeting might for the eommitteo, and the fourth Tuosda;
is designatod for special mootings - (3“21*h51)
Depository of Operating Frmia, The South Door:*!old branch of
tho First Ilati. oral BaiS' 'of' aroonfield shall be the depository
of operating funds for tho consnittee^ {5*-?r$5}
. USsecutive Sessions *

The press is excluded from all executive

•

^‘HLSaIOS

Athlot.1 o Dirsc tor:

STio committee shall employ an Athletic

'

/vi

"r^

\XI-vyn‘ / }

zT-2eor.-feyt.1 or "A
c* sserabliGc

h.-tiers:

The coach or oa.oV sport

(;>rf>53)

Aoqui roracr.tc for they 5 rentier Vr-r s:. ty n£'; Anard: The fol~
loving i^rJ.aticns 2iJ!ll r Svexn the awards of letters in Foot*
ball? Ddflhorbnll.. Basoball, and Trades
In erder for a person to receive a Varsity l?sFvr in Football be Bust participate in at least one-third of the total
quarters played, of which the majority of the quarters must
be played cUniry tin second half of the schedule.
In order f or a person to receive a Varsity ‘"F* in Basketball be must participate in at least one~third of the total
periods of which the a ,‘orlty of in© periods must bo playerdurirtG the second half of the schedule ♦
Xn order for a person to receive a Varsity
award in
Fasobell be must participate in at least ono-third of the inmnps of which tho majority of the innings must be in the
second half of the acbouule.
Xn order for a person to. receive .a Varsity
0. in
Traafc; he must havo iron at least an average of on© and onequarter points per track meet
The following pertains to all sports?
In case of on injury where v. person is forced by a
doctor*c written‘order to retire for the rest of the season
the decision os to whether or not the individual would have
made his letter had he boon able to complete the season is
left up to the coach and Athletic Director.
Letters shall to awarded to Seniors who have attended
practice faithfully and cooperated with the Coach and toon
throughout two (n) seasons* II© must he a player who lias Good
spirit and produces to the best of his ability though he lacks
tho required time anc. proficiency to obtain an award*
The final aw.rd of a letter is subject to the interpre¬
tation of the Coach and Athletic Director*

Admin:*,fltr&tlvo ..rollcie3
BftKP
Public Appearances? Requests for the School Band ir.uat be dado
In writing fiftooii (15) days in advance of performance and seat
to tho Principal * Tho Band must be accompanied by the Director
and he least be in full uniform when appearing at public functioncv There will bo no chars© for the Band or its transporta*’
tion-v If It appears within the District's civic affaire* However:
any donation given to the Sand shall be used at the discretion of'
the Band Director.and the Principal- (2-25-53r as amended}*
CAFETERIA
Rental: Any outside organisation which plans to use the cafe-*
torla for a public or private sapper must make a writhe a req;,*,-: *
to the Frontier Regional School Committee at least thirty (30)
days prior to the date of the supper* The fees necessary are as
follows: Nine dollars (§9*00) for the Janitor in charge > which
is to be paid directly to tho Janitor by the sponsoring organi¬
sation- Two ladies from the regular Frontier Regional School
cafeteria staff must ho in attendance and are to be paid at the
rate of (Jl 10 per hour each* Those cafeteria ladies are tc be
ubod only in a supervisory manner#
Tho sponsoring organisation shall be responsible for any break¬
age in the cafeteria* (9-1-60)*
The Parent-TeachersT Association my have free use of the cafe¬
teria for its regular meetings* (l-h?"59)*
OUHRICJBIBM

Credit a: All students are required to accrue a minimum cf eighty
xxite for graduation#
(4-**12-60) Cert!facatos; Certificates of attendtwxc^- or achievement may be
ijpQBQrated to certain students in lieu of diplomas upon the recoinmend at ion of the Principal.
(1-3-57)*
Drdver Educations All students outside tho regular enrollment
of Frontier "Regional School are excluded from enrollment in both
the classroom and behind-the-vhoo1 driver education program*
(9-26-61)*

Eligibility for the course in driver education shall bo as
follows:

Adr&nistrqtlvo Polls* as
(1) Sen!ore who could not tote the course during their Junior
year shall have first proforonce *
(2) Juniors who hfvc attained their sixteenth birthday shall
h arc e q c end pro fe.. •© no & «
(3) Class size shall not exceed thirty (30; students? and in
the event there arc more than thirty applicants* students shall
bo admitted, aocor-uir.g to their seniority of age,.
.

their sixteenth lirthday may be admitted to the course at the
discretion of the instructor.
(5) bhor close size permits? sophomores who have attained
their sixteenth birthday may he admitted to the course*
(6) Students who hare already obtained a drivers s license may
be admitted to the course only if there are fower than thirty (30;
other eligible students..
(7) Any student who is found falling more than one full-time
academic subject while taping driver education may bo denied^ con¬
tinuation of tlio oourao upon the reeobeeigndati on of the Principal *
Guidance Director? or driver education instructor«
Honor Roll: She Superintendent and hio staff shall determine
tho criteria and' establish an honor roll system to recognise mor1 tori bus academic achievement by the students of the school? such
criteria and system to be approved by the Committee»

.o standards in the school* and whi
and Just method cf discriminate evaluation of student Gcnievemurc. ?
such system being subject tc Committee approval.
«

Revision: The Superintendent and his
review and study the scope and content
riculato make rooommcnd.atlone to tho
additions when considered necessary or
of the students and of the community®

staff shall continually
of the various school cur
Committee for revisions or
desirable to meet the net els

DISCIPLINE
General: Tho Superintendent and bis staff shall devise approp¬
riate suudent rules and regulations as necessary cr desirable :-o
insure student guidance and order within the echoed. • All such
rules and regulations must be prosorted to the Commlttoo for
approval.
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5cMention: The Principal1 g Office trill bo responsible to
notify parents twenty--four (24) hour? in advance of all stu~
de htc.r detention. and who Frontier Regional District 3ohool
Committee snail not bo responriblo for* the transportation of
said students*
(12«-12-5l) #
There shall be nc voicing on school grounds or
within the school ’buildings with the exception of the two
teachers! lounges.
(!>-21-56; as anend.ee.)«
Suspension: The Principal has authority to suspend a student
from school for a Just cause - Students :;ho continue to be
trouble-oakors and have boon for ©learned by the Principal arc
to be suspended* an . he shall notify th© parents or guardians
of the offenders in writing of the action* If this does not
remedy the problem* the student and the parents or guardians
ore to be invited to appear before the school coros&ttee to show
cause v/hy the student should not bo oxpollod from schools
(1-28-$£, as amended).

Receipts: All receipts, such as Per th© sale of shop materials,
must go to the Treasurer of tho Frontier Regional Sohcol District.

(9-23-53).
GST3HA3II3EI
Use and Rental:
1* Ho refreshments of any typo arc to be served In any part of
the gymnasium*
2* Use of the building for square dancing at school functions
will bo at tho discretion of the Principal of the Frontier Regional
School,
3. All requests for scheduling of dates aro to b© made not less
than thirty days prior to date of intended uso. and requests nr.‘c j
be made in writing to the Trincipal of the Frontier Regional School<
4. Except for Toim of Deerfield corporate purposes,.. all organi¬
zations crust pay 09*00 for Janitor cervices until midnight, and
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’,2.00 por hour after midnight# They nuat also pay for police
protection irt a mover r.eceearry 5 and cuch organisations may also
bo required at the discretion of the governing committee to pay
a charge of ($21 #00 for the uco of tho gymnasium. Payment of
janitor feoc and cbargee for use of tho gymnaBlvan are to bo made
to tho Treasuror of the Frontier Regional School District# Pay¬
ment Tov police protection is to bo mc.dc to the individual police
officer.
5* There will bo no anofeing; In tho gymnasium or corridors or
‘diorcvor thoro arc <:Ho Smoking* eigne.
6#

Ito decorations arc to bo fastened to -walls or ceiling.
/

7. All equipment is in tin. char go of tho school authorities and
tho Janitor«
Koto:

Vetorans honorial Gymnasium io tho property of the Town of
Deerfield end 1a leased to tho Frontier Regional School
District in accordance with. tho torrnc stated in Section V
of tho Agreement of tho Frontier Regional School District#
Tho above rules, as emended* wore adopted at a mooting of
the Gymnasium Governirg Committee, Tom of Deerfield, Oct¬
ober 9> 1956#

HCTS ZITSTKICTIcn
Rospcnalbllltfoa cf Teacher: The homo instruction teacher 17111
male a rEonti ily re port of material covered in the various subject
material areas, listing dates and. time# Aloo> marts it! .1 bo le¬
aned, when possible > at the regular marking periods v Thao© re¬
ports arc to be filed "with a copy of tho report card marks* in
duplicate? with tho Principal, who will forirard one copy to the
Office of tho Superintendent of Schools. (10-25-60)
vom'ooriog.tlon of Teacherx The Frontier Regional District School
Comr ittea shall establish a rata of £3*50 per teaching hour to jo
paid for hose instruction. Preparation time, record hooping, or
travel shall be considered the teacher s oun responsibility # ex¬
cept when tho travel exceeds a round trip of cix miles# then,
travel shall 'co reimbursed at t’10 rate of eight cents per
(2-14-61)
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IliSURANCS
Kinds Purchased: The Ocoaittee shall pare hr. sc the following
trfrig of insurance: fire:- class breakage; equipment or property
dcrr.cc-; '.rortess: s e©nponare,icn; bonding? athletes; and sutcricbi~.e
insurance as required or appropriate*
Student Insurance:
1.

gho Committee shall radio student life and accident insurance

coverage available cn an optional liasi3 tc the parents or guard!' no
of all students*
«

•*

*

•

coverage

asasesmsL
Cafeteria Saployosa:
I*

Honors and Salaries
A.

Hours and salaries shall he determined by the Committee.

1. The Cafeteria transfer shall he paid on a. ton (10)
months basis.
(Present rate i3 ^li.GQ per day) <>

2. All other full-time cafeteria yerker.3 shall he paid
on a per-day-vrorkod basis.
a,

Srcceotion: All full‘tins cafeteria personnel
shall be paid for holidays that occur on regu¬
larly scheduled school days from Septenocr ±
through December 24.

h*

.Present rates are ae felloes
day; Workers> v7*70 per day.

Cooh> §10.00 per

II, Illness of the Ibrcloyae or other Absences
A.

All regular full-time employees, uith one year ox s®r‘
Tice, shall be entitled to ten (10) days sick leave a year:, cum¬
ulative to fifteen (15) days with pay* Iny variauicn shall bo au

the discretion of oho Committee*

Sick leave shall aocunu.-cv

a^

the rate of one- day for every month, not to exceed ten (10)
days per year*,
’B. ‘in any school year, two (2) of the ten clays intended
for si cl’ leave may be used at the option of tiro employee con¬
cerned for tlie following personal reasons:
1*
2.

3

«

Specific religious holidays*
Critical illness in the immediate family*
Court cases, only as a witness or on Jury duty*

0 * Three (3) days exclusive- of sick leave shall be given
to a regular full-time cafeteria employes for death in the im¬
mediate family.
The immediate family shall te considered as
mother.* father? sister? brother, husband, wife, or child. Cnc
(1) day exclusive of sick leave shall be given for the death
mother -in-law * father *•*! n-lav;, son-in-law? daughter-! n~l co;, bro thor-in-law, or slater-in-law *

III - Insurance
All cafeteria personnel are .covered by V/or3smenTs Compen¬
sation insurance fund provided by the Frontier Regional School
District*

Iy *

County Retirement

.

A* All regular employees shall oolong to the Fra:
'suoklin
County Retirement System* Deduction shall ho at the rate cf
five per cent (5b) of salary* Temporary employees who earn over
§200*00 per year shall have retirement deducted* All employees
hired for part-time work not earning §200.00 shall be- listed as
Emergency Cafeteria Helpera.
V.

Substitutes

A* All temporary substitutes shall bo hired by the Cafe¬
teria Manager from an approved list on file in the Offices of
the Superintendent of Schools and the Principal* It is iho re¬
sponsibility cf the Manager to keep an upM>o~date listing of the
substitutes, notification of substitutes hired": should be given
to the Principal.
B* All substitutes on the approved list shall have a cheat
X-ray before being hired*
C* Substitutes shall bo paid at tho rate of §1*10 per hour
and shall be paid on a regular bill schedule or warrant.

^mlnifftrsrfclvc Policies
VX *

ll/ring of Permanent Bersorncl

A* All permanent personnel* when first appointed, ah- 11
bo on a si:-: months trial basis*
3* The; Cafeteria Manager rand High School Principal shall
receive applications ? Interview ai: l recommend candidates for per¬
manent or substitute employment *
C. All permanent personnel prior to reporting for work
Tftien first appointed shall have a cheat X-ray and a physical oxarainaticn. The examination shall he paid for by the School Goe~
mittes of Frontier Regional School Distr'ict s and shall not exceed
five dollars (§5 * 00)«,
Note:

Above statement adopted January 24, 1961*

Clerical:
X.

Saf.ary_aiid Weekly Hours

A., Salary shall bo determined by the School Committee
based upon recommendations mad© by the Superintendent of Schools *
1* Salary shall he based upon an hourly rate.
starting hourly rate shall be §1*43 per hour*

The

B* Weekly hours shall bo thirty-five (35) Daily hours?
8:30 A*M. to 12:00/Keen: and 1:00 P-M. t.o 4:30 P*M*
1. 35 hours 0 §1*43 equals §50*05 per week; 52 end
l/6 weeks 0 §50.05 equals §2,610*95 yearly salary*
II* Holidays with Pay

A*

Shall bo paid for the following State legal holidays*
January 1; February 22; April 19; Kay 30; July 4; Labor Day; Oct¬
ober 12; November .11; Thanksgiving Day; and Christmas, December 25
provided they cone on? or are observed on? a regularly scheduled
work day. •
B<. The Superintozidont of Schools- at his discretion» may
grant tine off with pay for half days preceding a regular holiday
such as Thanksgiving and Christinas.

Afeliiigtrativo Pc3.Iclos
Ill * Vacations
A. Cne (1) caJ.en&or wecklc vacation with pay if person
has been employed for one year *
Be Vacation time for those employed for a period less than
one (1) year shall be prorated as followss two (2; months* work—
one (1) dayJs vacation*
Cv Two (2) calendar weeks? vacation with pay If person lias
been employed two (2) years or mere*
IV. Bo School
Shall report for v/ork whenever school is closed duo to storms
or other, reasons5 except when excused by the Superintendent of
Schools»
VI

Sick Leave

Shall be entitled to six (6) working days per year sick leave
with pay, accumulative for a period of three (3) years continuous
service for a maximum of eighteen (18) days*
1. Sick leave payment shall not exceed eightson (18) days
compensation in ary single calender year unless voted by the Fron¬
tier Regional School Committee#
2» Sick leave shall accumulate at the rate of one day per
two months1 work*
3* In any year? two of the six days intended for sick leave
may be used for personal reasons such as death in the immediate
family* The immediate family shall be interpreted as father? mother
sister, brother* husband, wife, son? or daughter *
Absences from work must be reported on the form as provided fo:
substitute teachers, filed and recorded cn her personnel record*

Adrlnistrativo Felicias
1 caches* ss
I.

Hiring

ihc Superintendent has the authority to Interview and rcccmend for apoointssent all members of the administrative and
teachir^ staff"* Qualifications of other candidates aro to bo
presontsd to His Ooscilttea for their perusal avid appointees
arc tc be nrooented tc the CoEEiitteo at oorao future dots*

(3-14-bl)
11. Salary 5 one d* ;le

A.

Principles of salary scheduling
1,

llirdjcun salaries should do high enough to attract
the root able, well-educated and promising people
to ths teaching profession*

2«

i-iexiarua salaries should he high enough to retain
highly competent and professionally ambitious non
ar.d uomon as classroom teachers *

3.

Salary schedules should provide equal pay to class¬
room teachers with equivalent training and experi¬
ence c

4*

Jbiinial increments should proviso an orderly progress
tc the maximum calory*

5.

rTho oalojn’ schedule should offer stimulation "chrougxi

incentives in recognition, of professional qualifies/-*
tiens*
6*

There should be- professional participation^ cy c^,as^
room teachers in" the development and administration %
of salary schedules (and all other personnel policies)*

7.

Salaries of professional personnel other than classy
room teachers should be scheduled in accordance vritn
the principles that apply to classroom teachers, with
suitable recognition of responsibilities and prepara¬
tion for leadership.
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B.

Chart of sal.'.ary schedule (effective January 1, 1962)

Xe^rs of
fSpcorienco

I ndex

Bachelor1 a
Degree

Master:s
Dcproo

Haster5 s Degree
r-.lus 3Q Sen. ~Hou

Sons

1.00

t?4000 *

§4300,

§4450.

Cne

1*05

4200.

4500..

4650.

Two

1.10

4400 *

4700.

-'4850.

Throe

1*15

4600,

4-900.

5050*

1*20

4800.

5ioo«

5250,

Five

1*25

5000.

5300.

5450.

Six

1*30

5200.

5500 *

5650.

Seven

1*35

5400.

5700*

5850.

Bight

1.40

5600.

5900,

6050.

Sine

1.45

5800♦

63.00.

6250.

Ten

1*50

6000.

6200.

6450.

Note:

The actual salary is determined as a result of
multiplying the ninitsram salary on the Bachelor
Daewoo schedule by the: lndo;i j vfnrlch is determined
by the years of experience, Above the Bachelor's
Degree schedule? the Master's Degree schedule
maintains a differential of §300, * and the Master'a
Degree plus 30 semester hours schedule maintains a
differential of §450«

t
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Salary policies

1* The calico! committee retains the right to estab¬
lish the salary of contain torchere with special training,,
experience > or asolgraont#
It is expected that teachers Trill take further
college courses ;or personal and professional improvement+
salary increments as follows:
a.

Every teacher on the Bachelorrs Degree scale
rr.-.st saticfeetorily complete six soneerfcor
hours of approved college vzork every four
years * This me ana that three annual incre¬
ments will bo given as indicated on the sal¬
ary schedule but the fourth such incrauc/at’
v/ill bo withheld until the specified academic
work has been completed. In special oasss,
where more than the minimum credits are earned
in the four-year period, extra credits may bo
applied to increments normally earned over* an
cight-year period.

b.

Every teacher on the Easter*0 Degree coal©
must satisfactorily complete six Domestor
hours of approved college work every eix
years. This noar.c that five annual incre¬
ment s '.fill be given as indicated on the sal¬
ary schedule but the sixth such increment will
be withhold until the specified academic work
has boon completed. In special casess whore
more then the minimum credits are earooc in
the six-year period, extra credits may bo ap¬
plied to !acrom exits normally earned over a
twelve-year period.

c.

Course0 to be taken for credit must bo ap¬
proved in writing by tbs Superintendent of
Schools before registering for the oc rses.
'Those courses rvaot be tal:on at accredited ir
st1tutions ac lifted in the Report of Accred¬
itation of tbs naoer. ciTueetts Association of
School Gccmitteos, Ire.

d.

Travel may bo approved in advance by the
Superintcn&ont of Schools in lieu of graduate
stilly for Increment purposes. Approval for
such travel will be determined upon the basic
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of a complete outline report of the trip
submitted by the teacher. The teacher also
has the responsibility of demonstrating the
professional or cultural sain of such travel
through a written report.
Ov

Teachers who have completed twenty years of
full-time classroom teaching experience will
not be required to take courses in order tc
qualify for the yearly increments*

1

Teachers who expect to receive a Master: o Degree
must notify the- Superintendent of Schools in
writing on cr before September ’50 cf the year
preceding the expected granting of the- degree in
order tc meet budget requirements. The 0300. in! crease In annual salary is to begin on September
1 following completion of the requirements for
the degree with the exception that if the degree
is granted in January, the increase in salary
' shall be pro-rated beginning the month- following
completion of the requirement3 for that degree.

4.

The School Committee shall authorize payment of
310. per semester hour for each course satisfact¬
orily completed by a teacher prior to June 301961* Other courses taken at the specific re¬
quest of the aclminiotrat 1 on shall be reimbursed
at the discretion of the School Committee.

Ill# Sick Leave
A#

3.

Allotment of sick leave
1*

All full-time teachers and administrative pers¬
onnel are allotted fifteen days of sick leave
with pay Gach year.

2.

Sick leave shall be accrued at tlio rate of oneand-one-half day3 per school month* Advance
sick leave may bo granted at the discretion of
tho Principal.

Sick leave policies
1.

Xn the event that an employee is absent duo tc
illness for loss than fifteen days in any ono

Admlnl o tr c-.tfv

'olio ion

£3choc 1 year, tho &ayr.* net usod shall ’ce acou-oulatscl for uso In sufoooquont years to a max¬
imum accumulation of forty-five clsyo> without
loon of previous accumulation.
.

intended for oiclc loavo may ho used at the op¬
tion of the employso concerned for tho following
personal reasons:
a.

Specific religious holidays*

L\

tericuo illness in tho immediate) family.

c.

Court caeos* when appearing

d.

ether personal or business reasons at tho
discretion of the Principal.

a witness*

(1)

Five days shall ho given to a regular
full-time touch or* or adiainiotrator foi*
death in the immediate family. The
term "immediate family" shall be con¬
sidered to include mother? father? cla¬
bor , brother? husband? wife, con? and
daughter *

(2)

One day shall be given to a regular full
time teacher or administrator to attend
the funeral of mo then-in-law? father* In*law, uloter-in-lawj brother-in-law9 conin-laws daught er-in-lav;, grandmother,
grandfather, or others at tho discretion
of the Principal.

(3)

After the expiration of kick leave due
to prolonged illness, full salary minus
tho salary of the substitute teacher will
be paid to tho regular full-time teachor
or administrator through the end of tho
school your. A doctor’s certificate ver
ifying tho confining illness cf ouch a
person shall be required except an pro¬
vided by State Law. Authorisation is to

A6::i5.nj.,3trat:lyc Policies

bo secured “by the SuperintordQnt of
Schools from the School Committee *
(5)

In computing the amount to bo deducted
for a day of unoxcusod absence , the
year shall bo held to consist of two
hundred days.

2-li see 1 lane ous
A

♦ V

t.

Visiting day
1.

*

Full-time teachers may bo allowed to spend one
day per school year in observing another schoolsystem, provided that the following conditions
are fulfilled:
a.

Adequate substitute replacement can be ob¬
tained.

d*

The vieitlng day has been approval in advance
by the Superintendent of Schools and the Prin¬
cipal «

Pry che o It do duct i ens
Deductions, -such as those for Blue Gross-Blue Shield.f.
ifashingtcKi National Insurance, etc., are to be Tilthheld upon request of the teacher concerned from the
employee * s check and paid directly to the account by
the treasurer-of the Frontier Regional School District.

C.

Executive session of School Committee
1,

Personal affairs of employees shall not be dis¬
cussed in open session of the School Committee
due to the danger of harmful or embarrassing pub¬
licity. Discussion of such matters should be
resorted for executive sessions of the School
Committee. These sessions shall exclude the
press and the general public.

2o

This policy may be waived with the permission
of the employee concerned*
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D*

Committee Representativs
/

The Committoe shall appoint one of its elected
nisrabers to serve as a representative cl the Com'mittee, to meet with the Frontier regional District
'

35 .

Procedure for mchool Commit tee Appointment
If a faculty member has a problem, he should confer
first with the Principal. If no oatir faction is
achieved, he may make an appointment to meet with the
Superintendent? and upon request the Superintendent
shall arrange a mooting with tire School Committee*
(3-11-53? as amended.)

fu

hotter in Lieu of Contract
A letter shall bo sent by the Superintendent to
teabhors on tenure, stating the establishment of
their salary ae of a certain date. {3-21-50}

0.

Maternity Leave
1.

Any teacher or other employee of the Frontier
Regional School District who becomes pregnant
is required to give 30 days notice of resigna¬
tion no later than the end of the first four
months of pregnancy *

2*

Such teacher or other employee will bo given
the same consideration as any now applicant if
such person wishes to be re-employed after the
birth of the child; but, except under unusual
conditions* "such application cr re --employment
will not bo accepted until the child is at least
ono year old.

p.

No employee of the School Committee shall be ontitled to any sick leave on account of pregnancy
and time lost on account.of such situation shall
not be considered the equivalent of teaching ser¬
vice for automatic lucre oxen > placement on the
salary schedule or retirement credit*
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4.

Oases of mis carriage stilllcrn children* the
early loath of a cl die or- tho adoption of a
child must be reported, to the School Committee
which will yive individual consideration to
o' oh such case *

3*

to probabioivary teacher who applies for matern¬
ity leave has any claim to a future appointmentSuch a teacher is on annual contract which oxPinos at the end of tho school year for which
she vjac appointed.

63

Married teachers who have acquired tenure pre¬
vious to maternity leave may bo roappointed,
but tho peri cl of mterrdty leave will not be
> j
■
; ec liv ent t ■ : ■
xp rience in
placement on the salary schedule* A teacher rc~
turning from such an absence will bo placed on
the salary scale on the step held prior to witlv■

teacher has completed the equivalent of a full
year of teaching#
7*

Tio'cct

Failure of a teacher or other employee to comply
with this rule shall be considered conduct un¬
becoming a teacher or insubordination under
Section 42 of Chapter ?1 of the General haws of
Hassaohusetta.
(i~13~59}

,

•

All teacher personnel policies above., except- those
Tilth dates indicated afterwards were adopted 4-3 •-'51*
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AciniwIstratiro folicics
HJBLIO HSIATTOjTS
: 'The -Superintendent and Principal shall bo raspcm-

1
lie re lei ioi'3, particularity through the utilisation, of all
vr'.lr.pto .1003 modi?,, too :?-:\rwit-T'cacfjsrs Association* local
civic groups a,id organisations, and by personal appearances
'

atlone of tine and duty - -lope dally, teachers should be oncouroyet t a :/• :oe-:o :V
> interesting classroom ac¬
tivities said projects to the public through the administrative
channel♦
’*

i'hti'fljb.r.iil til; i;yV: SireG no ioeiniou o va co made 'ey a
>lc :V t by a parent,
pal , ard 11 he is not satisfied with hi a a, over he should
maho an appointment • through the Super!rooendent to appear at
a regular school committee mooting.
(3-8-60, as amended)
SCHOOL IddlAQKi-Slrr

CojppralJ The Superintendent and hie staff are authorized
W'inpleuent any procedures. neceaimry for the implementation
or execution of their assigned responsibilities, provided
they, ore consistent ’with the stated policies of the Committee
and j ohool adraini strati on *
Practice Teachers: The Superintendent end Principal may
cooperate with
rams of institutions In.
the surrounding area, subject to the following conditionst
no teacher shall bo required or preset-rod to accopt the cupenvision of a practice teacher? there shall not be nore than
one practice teacher in a single • department at one time:-; no
teacher shall supervise more than one practice teacher during
the course of one ye4 r; and the administration and teachers
must retain full responsibility for classes taught by poraci ico teachers, to insure rnc. -saint' tin tin highest possible
quality of instruction and normal discipline-*
>rts: The Supe .
estaoilch and maintain and bo charged with the custody of uIj
records required by school laws cf the state• They shall fur¬
ther establish
arc essential to tho execution of school policies. The Com¬
mittee , Supori'Ttendo-r,, or Principal may require teachers . d
staff members to prepare and submit whatever records or re¬
ports are necessary, needful or desirable, either regularly
or when doomed warranted.

,
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The Superintendent shall he responsible to establish
-

ins
all student or faculty accidents or injuries occurring
while traveling to or fr—
oh school.
~—“
and
—'• for
^ other school1 em¬
ployees , during the school day on school property ? or during
school related or extra-curricular activities. Such reports
should ©onply with the requirements cf all school accident
insurance poll < ;ies*
gchgdsftogs The Superintendent and Principal have authority
to urepnr17 arrange , or rearrange, any schedule they doom
proper or desirable for effective and efficient management
of the school program. consistent with stated pellet s of
the Committee and arlmini strati on, excluding schedules for the
-ear and the length
"Which may not ho changed without pa
approval of the Gcngnit*
tee,
(E.g., order of classes? lunch schedule.. examination
schedules, meetings> etc,) .
Special Duty and Extra-Guriicular ;saiflrsionta: lb Commit •too, Supsrinte- ndont7~or Principal may' create a id define apoaaeignwients as necessary or ap~
cial duty or o.
pr opr ft ate. II o c u such assignments occurring during the regular
school day may not be remunerated ♦ then remuneration is ap~
propriate, the Committee shall determine its extent. Xndlvlduals shall 1 © assigned on the basis of thc-ir interests and
quailfioations whenever possible, and ouch assignments shall
bo dl e trI touted as equitably
possible*
-1.

Teacher and Staff.Su^rvicion: The Superintendent and Prin¬
cipal "shall develop methods and .
iaion for the supei
vision and evaluation of all teachers and staff members under
their authority, maintain records of such supervision and
ie results of same
periodically upon the request of the Cormnittoe. The Super¬
intendent and Principal shall establish and enforce any rule
or regulation they deem necessary or appropriate to effect
consistency of operation among the faculty and staff, in
accordance with the stated policies of the school,
STUDENT ESRSONi&L

Conditions of Promotion* Any student who mis so & more than
twenty school days in a school year except in cases c:C serious
ilirass may not receive credit for the year’s wotv:.
!*.1~:l~30;
Married Students: Decisions with regard to married otudente
are to be mad© on a Judgment of the merits of each case.
(1-24-61)

Attain is t-r dtive Poll o is s
TEXTBOOKS
Payment for Daraa:;^. or Loss:
and a* reasonable price should
the students responsible* the
discretion of the Principal.

Lost Looks shall ho replaced
he- paid Lor damaged books by
price to bo determined at the
(6~2?H$ 1)

TaAKSBORTATION

S^tra • Ourrelsular: Transportation by bus or other vehicle
will lee provided by the school for all e?:t2na~cxuvr icular ac¬
tivities.
(I~28"*3S)» Busses which transport pupils who par¬
ticipate in extra ~cirriculer activities are to depart from
Frontier Regional School at 5-30 XhM* on Monday? Wednesday•
and Friday# and at 4s 15 P*&* on Tuesday and Thursday (oxcopt
Ocnway, at 4:30)« There is to be a prompt departure at the
specified time each day* All extra-curricular teachers are
to dismiss students in sufficient time to change clothes#
take a shower (in the case of athletics) and be ready to go
home on a scheduled Tburw Students who remain after this time
must furnish their own transportation*
(9~£7~60)
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Foreword

In accordance with the expressed policy of Frontier regional School-,
this Handbook has been designed and prepared with the purpose to place in
each teacher’s possession a. ready reference gu5.de> which will provide the
answers to nest questions that might arise during the course of the school
year®

It is hoped that this convenient reference source may contribute to

the fulfillment of an even greater objective: namely> a consistency on the
part of both faculty and administration in executing our mutual responsi¬
bilities and daily routines®

It is believed that the carefully written

information, policies5 rules and regulations contained herein will be an
invaluable aid to the teacher in realizing a more complete and accurate
understanding of his routine duties and professional obligations,.

-N>
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School Philosophy

The primary objective of this school is to prepare our
students to become thinking individuals and worthy citizens
in the community,

Vie also aim to give them aesthetic and

sound moral values and the principles of sanitation and gocl
health*

Finally, we accept and promote the Seven Cardinal

Principles of Education and The Ten Imperative Needs of youtho

o
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GENERAL INFORMATION
lo

The School and Organisation

Do pa rtaent&l Cr^an ization
Direction and coordination of the work of each department is the major
responsibility of each department lieado Academic departments shall set up a
schedule of regular meetings to implement and discharge this responsibility *
Department heads shall submit a copy of this schedule by September 15 of each
year*
Each department shall designate one day each week for extra help ses¬
sions from three to four c? clock in the afternoon* Students may be assigned
to participate in these sccolons*
Meetings
The annual, pre-school faculty meeting shall usually occur the day before
opening day* The agenda shall normally include the following items: intro¬
duction of school personnel5 basic changes in program; changes in policies*
rules and regulations: faculty assignments; registration and first day pro¬
cedures; and orientation of new teachers and staff..
General faculty raeetings will bo held when necessary on the first Wed¬
nesday of each month*

l

t

Departmental meetings are to be held regularly at least onco each month0
Guidance Facilities and Services

mm

■uHWiiir <mi^ r I mill ■
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Tho Guidance Department staff is comprised of a full-time junior high
school counselor* a secretary* and the Director of Guidance* who generally
works irith the senior high school*
The department conducts a school-wide testing program* a schedule of
which i3 in tho Appendix* In many instances* the administration of thee©
tests will cause inconveniences for teachers in assignments and projects*
It is believed that tho value return for students end teachers will outweigh
whatever problems the testing procedures may create* The administration and
Guidance Department encourage all teachers to make use of whatever test re¬
sults are available for their students* (The value of tests comes from use
of results* not filing in folders)* If there are any questions concerning
test scores that are available* teachers are encouraged to contact the Guide
anca Department to ask about them* Tho department i3 always available and
willing to discuss any appropriate problems with all teachers*
Health Facilities and Services
Tho school Nurse’s Office and facilities are located at Room 29* between
the cafeteria and the Office Machines Room* The nurse conducts annual vision
and hearing testing programs and may be contacted for information concerning
individual students* Teachers should be alert to notice physical conditions
or symptoms which 3hould bo referred tc the nurse* AH student requests to
visit the nurse must be honored*

?
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Audio-Visual Aids
Following is a list of audio-visual equipment and materials that are
available in Room 50;
Movie projectors
Filmstrip projector
Opaque projector

Projection screens
Phonograph
Tape recorder

The following procedures should be followed to obtain equipment or
materials?
lo Make arrangements with the AVA Director at least one day in advance*
If equipment is not immediately available, request may be made for use cn a
future date*
2o When you have finished using the equipment* send it back to Room 50
after schollo
3® When any of the equipment is out of order or not functioning properly
inform the AVA Director promptly*
4® Requests for equipment should normally be made on the type of form
indicated below and given to the Director* or placed in his mailbox, at least
one day before you plan to use the equipment*
SAMPLE
Request for A~V Equipment
Date requested:
Room Ko*
Initials:

Movie projector
Filmstrip proj._
Opaque proj*
__
Phonograph
Tape recorder ___
..

Note?

...

.

..

..

..

.

-

A list of available film strips is in th8 Appendix*

Cafeteria
Lunches are served teachers daily in the Faculty Dining Room at a charge
of thirty-five cents ($.35)<> Teachers taking lunch must place an order for
each lunch on a lunch order form available at the Main Office each morningo
The daily schedule provides for three (3) separate lunch periods: one
for the junior high school and two for tho senior high school® All teachers
are assigned to cafeteria duty for a period of one week each on a rotating
schedule* Teachers assigned to cafeteria duty must take their lunch in the
cafeteria and are responsible for maintaining order* Student marshals will
be assigned to assist in this duty*
Custodial Services
Any of the custodians may be contacted for routine classroom maintenance,
such as replacing lights® checking heating equipment,, etc,,

3
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Class t Crfl£fli»&tion
Class officers are elected annually by a majority vote of the individ¬
ual classes at the class meetings* Homeroom teachers are designated as co¬
advisors for each of the respective classes* In the high school, class ad¬
visors rc:ain with the sane class until it graduates* Senior class advisors
are not assigned to be class advisers the following year*
Committee Assifoments
The principal reserves the right to establish standing or special com¬
mittees as the need arises*
Stuent Idr.rshal _Sjs tern
At the beginning of the year, the faculty shall recommend and the
principal shall appoint a group of student marshals to assist the faculty
in maintaining good discipline in all areas of the school* The marshal
staff shall consist of 15 members in the senior high and eight members in
tho junior high* The senior high members shall be appointed from the Jun«*
ior and Senior classes (seven each), and the junior high members shall bo
appointed from the eighth grade* The vice-president of the Student Council
shall bo head marshal* All members of the marshal staff shall bo good
school citizens maintaining a consistent level of good work in their studies*
and capable of earning the respect of fellow students*.
The duties of the marshal staff shall be as follows?
1*
2c
3o
4-o

Assist in the supervision of bus arrivals and departures©
Assist in traffic control between periods and to and from assemblies©
Assist in maintaining orderly lunch proceduresc
Assist in the supervision of after-school activities©
5 Serve as proctors in homerooms where teachers have had to leave for
other duties©
60 Ee of assistance whenever and wherever the faculty deems it advis^
able®
®

Professional Library

M.'WM* WKUmll I-*** *! 1

*<l*ll n

The professional library is located at the rear of the main library, and
all teachers and staff members are encouraged to use this facility as nuch as
possiblec Donations or loans of books* periodicals* etc*, are appreciated©
Each department should select materials to be added to this library* and
provision for their purchase should be included in annual departmental budget
requestso
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Telephones and Inter-conrsunication System
The Anter~eo:aoiunication system shall be used to make announcements
An the morning after the -warning bell, and at the close of the school day©
At no time shall the system be used to monitor or intern
interrupt a class in
session* The Hein Office may be reached via the intercom* system from
stations located in the Office Machines Room and Room 55? elso, by tele¬
phone from the Library, Nurse’s Office, Coachesr Offices, Guidance Offic:
Cafeteria, backstage in the gymnasium, and the Shop*.
K

hen using the telephone for personal toll calls, teachers and staff
members must inform the Office Secretary of the number dialed, cost of the
call, and must reimburse the school* When making school business calls,
the Office Secretary must be informed of the number called© Detailed re¬
cords of all toll calls must be kept in the Main Office* (A v&y station
telephone is located near the eight doors)©
««

Teachers1 Rooms
Faculty rooms are provided for the convenience of the faculty and are
available to all teachers and staff members during their free time© The
Teachers' Association provides coffee throughout the clay at a nominal charge
of five cents per cup* (Teachers are to provide their own cups)© Students
should.not be encouraged to enter these rooms to report to teachersc
Teachers* Association
teacher*!
and professional staff members to join the association© Membership in the
Massachusetts Teachers Association is prerequisite to membership in the local,
group* Dues are presently four dollars ($4*00) for the local organisation,
and ten dollars ($10*00) for the state organisation* The Frontier Association
Is also affiliated with the National Education Association, and members arc
encouraged to obtain individual membership in NEA© All dues are payable to
the Treasurer of the Frontier Association, and arrangements may be made for
payment in installments© (Sea Append!:: for a copy of the constitution of the
Frontier Regional Teachers’ Association)©
2©

Clerical Details

I>e3sonc-plan Book
rm lywrt

U-nmfcgri—Mfrrvn^»

It i3 required that lesson plans be prepared in
not required that the Lesson-plan Book furnished by
is absolutely required that lesson plans ks kept in
teacher’s desk at all times© Seating plans for all
must bo kept in the Lesson-plan Bock©

advance, although it is
the school be used* It
the middle drawer of each
classes and study halls

10
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Marking System
Class achievement is indicated by the letters ”An'2 JIB?t > MC*% *D,32 and
i'„ The values of the letters are as follows:
A
3
C
D
F

...
-

93 to
35 to
7? to
?0 to
Below

100 ~
92 **
8^ ~
7^ «
?0 ~

Superior work
College certifying grade
Fair or average work
Passing
Failing (Note exception below for permanent records)

In addition to the grades for scholarship* each pupil is
attitude and conduct on the basis of 1? 2, 3s b 5 as follows:
Attitude

Conduct

1c

Commendable

1*

Commendable

2*

Satisfactory

2*

Satisfactory

Fair
Indifferent
Not trying

3o

Fair
Mischievous
Whispering

Wasting time
Poor daily preparation

^4*

/Disturbing
Discourteous

^’0

The mark for attitude should never be greater than the marie for conduct*
To enhance the prestige of marks ?5lt3 and ”2”9 it is urged that all teachers
devise a demerit system that provides a conscientious method for determining
fair, but discriminating? narks*
Class„iirRecord Book
A minimum of one grade per each full week or unit of work must be re~
corded for each class* It is recommended that teachers weight their grades*
and that classes be informed of the teacher’s grading procedure0
Permanent Office and Guidance Department Records

•■Asmam 1 «•■—• ■* »»kaw-«.

l»— mm— iiwxiw-tiuiiiri'

«**■«w<a«am

-•» «» •**

Two sets of permanent recoils are maintained for all students? one each
at tho Main Office and in the Guidance Department* All marks are first re¬
corded on rank sheets provided by the Office? then entered on the permanent
records* Teachers of special arid part-time subjects are required to enter
their marks during the first three school days following the end of each
marking period* All teachers7 rcarks should be recorded not later than eight
school days following the end of the marking period*
The following rules pertain to recording of marksi
1* Each teacher shall indicate the group in which each student is en¬
rolled, by inserting the word (or abbreviations for) Advanced (Advt)s Basic,
Special (Spec*) beside the name of the subject (etg»? English (Adv*« etc«}0

11
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The lalninium mark to be entered on permanent

3o

All failing marks are to be recorded in red ink,

1 v vUi ViO

J- w

40 Students who work up to their capacities but achieve marks below
70 may be given a mark from o£ to 6£, recorded in rad ink and circled« If
the actual mark achieved is below o0 or
it will be recorded on the rank
sheetsj which will indicate that the mark placed on the permanent records
is a 6C or a 65 (e,g«* 55/60, oC}/65)0 In other words* the rank sheets will
indicate both the actual mark earned and the mark to which raised*
At the end of the year* all teachers should make certain that seven
marks have been recorded on the permanent record cards for each student«
In addition* the cards should indicate the number of credits earned and
the initials of 'the teacher* Note the example below:
«•

1st
Qtr*

2d
Qtr,

MidTear

3d
Qtr*

4th
Qtrc

Final
Exam*

82

78

78

80

?6

75

Final Ave„
for Tear
78

Credit

5

Teacher’s
Initials
BGR

Report Cards
Report caxtts are issued on the first Friday following the end of
each quarterly marking periodj and should be returned to homeroom teachers
on the following Monday* Teachers should check each card for proper signa¬
ture and return all cards to the Main Office not later than the first Wed¬
nesday following the date of issue« Any student who lias not returned his
card by that date must report to the Main Officec
Only "letter” marks are indicated on report cards* A
is indicated
on the report card of a student who is given a circled 65 to o£ on the per¬
manent record*
Report cards shall be distributed to homerooms for recording attendance
on the Thursday before cards are issued*
Progress Reports
A.t mid-term* each student will bo given a progress report form by
homeroom teachers* These forms mil bo taken to each teacher of an aca¬
demic subject for completion9 taken hone for the signature of parent or
guardian, and returned to homeroom teachers* When all reports have been
returned, teachers are to send all reports to the Guidance Department for
filing* (A* sample of the Progress Report Form may be found in the Appendix)0
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School P.e?istsr and Reports
School registers, are maintained by homeroom teachers* Instructions
for keeping the register, and the Annual Register Report Fern, are included
in the Appendix0
A Monthly Attendance Report is required of all teachers who maintain
school registers, based upon the register itself0 lelow is a sample copy of
the report form:

fiJLILLLJ
FEDOTIER HSHQHAL SCHOOL
South Deerfield, Mass,
MONTHLY ATTESEAHGE REPORT

(Date duo)

(Teacher)
Room

Report of Grade
to

From

ior*

■MWmfMbnsMMtasMVNr:r»-ix^vaj.V4»^*~s«ajs*- *>«»■*»*»

lo

Tot* Membership

Bo

No* Fire Drills

2*

Aggo Membership

9»

No,, Days in Session

3o

Ave0 Membership’1

10*,

4*

Tot* Absences

Reason for closing:

5o

Aggc Attendance

60

Ave© Daily Att*

7o

$ of Attendance

«UK«JUV-Ci C S

»lty«- •4«UV. *i«clW»»3lAa

llo
Date of Absence

Ho* Days School Closed

days<

Attendance of Teachers:
Name of Substitute

^Compute to three decimal places beyond the decimal point in your answer*
Place proof of 3? cs and 7 on other side of this report0 Report names of
pupils entered or leaving since last reports Report any misuse of books
or supplies to the Priacipalo
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Supplies and Requisitions

p^uiiWii

i i>n im
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~

i-~i-1-J-r- - >*

Supplies are stored in Rooms 13 of the junior high and 53 of the senior
.4 record is to be kept of all supplies taken and left in the Main Qf«*
LLL^liv
ficett Record forms will be available in both storage rooms« It is recom~
mended that classroom supplies be checked in the morning before classes be**
gin©
Requisitioning of supplies and textbooks is the responsibility of de~
•partment leads« Requisitions must be made in duplicate before orders are
placed, and filed in the Main Office© It is the responsibility of department
heads to determine that there is a. sufficient fund to cover costs of requisi¬
tions o
Textbooks
Teachers should check all textbooks before issuing* make certain they
are stamped with the school stamp and numbered* and record them as to their
condition (Code: R-New$ G»Good; F-Fair; P*Poor) and by number in the class
record bock*. They should be e lie eked periodically to sso if they aro covered
and free of filed papers*,'
Freparation of Materials
Iwnni M

tin' |<| ~ M4IIAMK n*Mr.»»i

All teachers must provide for the duplication cf tests or other materials
themselveso To facilitate this, a ditto machine has been placed in the stor¬
age room between Rooms 52 and 54 in the senior high school (second floor)©
Duplicating paper will be available in this room or in the Supply Room in
the senior high school*,
Change of Address or Status
It is important that all teachers and staff members notify the Office
at once of any change of address, marital status, or number of dependents©
Checklist for School Closing
See Appendix©
3o

Curriculum

Program of Studies
See Appendix©
Examinations
.Mid-year and final examinations are required in all subjects; the admin¬
istration will submit schedules in advance of each occasion 0 Quarterly exam¬
inations may be given at the discretion of the teacher©

14
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Students in grades H and 12 only, who have -Maintained an wAr' average,
may be exempt from the final examinations at the discretion of the teacher*
Standardised published tests should be used only when the teacher is
certain that the test adequately covers material taught in ids course*
Standards for V.'ritten V.’qrk
All teachers should insist upon high standards for written work, rev*
gardless of the subject natter taught* The English Department has prepared
a format for written work to be used throughout the school, a copy of which
is included in the Appendix
uv.6
V

Honor Roll
The student honors system is divided into two classesj as indicated
below:
High Honors:
2d Honors:

4©

All nA*$” in academic subjects, with one r,0P permitted
in non«academic subjects*
All f?A*sM or ”3*5** in academic subjects, with one tsC"
permitted in non~acadendc subjects©

Procedures

Homeroom
All homeroom teachers are responsible for checking and reporting
daily attendance, and for taking a daily lunch count© A Teacher’s Daily
Report form (sec below) is provided for this purpose* This routine may
be delegated to reliable students by the teacher©
SAMPLE
FRONTIER REGIONAL SCHOOL
TEACHER*S DAILY REPORT
Teacher-

Date

Homeroom

Grade
PUPILS ABSENT
(List Alphabetically)

Lunch Count

wttnfti'Wto.'awnfi i ixqur.w
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on* sal x ?o:i atio:?
After absence, all students vust report to lioiuorocs^ teachers tc be
_
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be noted as such and this natter will be handled by the Office* All written
excuses olsill be sent to the Office with the attendance report in the worn■> n g* .
Adnissicn Slips met be taken to each classroom teacher and signed,
after make-up assignments have been given* These slips will be returned
to the homeroom teacher at the end of the day, noted by the teacher for
proper signatures, and then may be destroyed* Teachers 7&1X note from the
attendance report or* from registers which students must report to then in
the morning* Any student who does not report, and is later found presents
shall be sent to the Office immediately*
Students who are tardy must report first to the Office and receive an
Admission Slip before going to class* Admission Slips must be turned in to
the fcomeroosz teacher*
The Pledge to the flag and the Lord4 s Prayar must be recited by each
homeroom at least once weekly* (Daily Bible readings will bo road by the
Main Office, accompanying the daily announcements each morning via the
intor-coci* system) e
All students must report to homerooms at the end of seventh period
daily, for attendance check and e.nd~of«.day announcementsc
Fire Brills
The General Laws of tbs Coimionwealih require that a fire drill occur
•within three days following the opening of school and at least four times
thereafter during the school year* It is therefore necessary that each
homeroom teacher instruct his homeroom and each class of the proper pro**
cedar© to be followed, curing a fire drill* Each teacher must write the
appropriate fire drill procedure for his particular location on the blacks
board prior to or on the first day of school* For this purpose* the fol¬
lowing guidelines are statedt
I* Teachers will lead their classes outside the building via the
nearest exit to thoir rooms 3 proceeding through the door of the classroom
nearest such e;clt0
20 Teachers are responsible for assuring that all windows and doors
are closed and all lights turned off*
3o There is to be absolutely no talking during the fire drill by
studentso
4* Classroom groups arc to remain together during the drill and when
returning to classes after the all.-clear signal is given*
5o Junior high students are tc proceed to the far sides of tbs drive®
ways sassy from the building in single file up tc the sidewalk at Hair* Street*
All teachers arc to carry their class registers and rank bocks * th Ik- 1.
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GEilERAL INFORMATION
Accident Reports
All student injuries must be reported to the Office immediately* 01 as
soon cs possible, to insure that necessary insurance claim b uns are 001 .
plated.
Asee’iblies
Students will always proceed to and from assemblies by loncrocmn 5
accompanied by homerocn teachers-, who 'rill remain wit!:. their groups during
assembly» Seating in tho auditorium will be by class* nv assigned at the
beginning of the school year, Yorseroom groups are to remain together at
all times, and are to proceed to and from the auditorium by two’s,
Ap-oroval of Professional Courses
Teachers must obtain prior approval of courses taken for credit toward
incrementso A form for this request is available at the lain Office,
Teacher Absence

QVur. Jd«

*

In the event it is necessary for teachers to be absent from school.

Upon the teacher’s return to duty* ho must report to the Office to
complete the appropriate report form to receive compensation for the absence
if justified* (Legitimate excused absences are listed in the statement of
Personnel Policies on pages 19 to 23)0

5o

Supervision

Discipline

«MBCW

All teachers should be thoroughly familiar with Student Rules. Regula¬
tions and Information* pages 29 to 33« Bach faculty member is required to
maintain good discipline in his classroom* and should refer disciplinary
cases to tho Principal only in ususual circumstances and as a last resort*
All disciplinary measures taken by teachers will bo supported by the Prin¬
cipal 0 Teachers should carefully avoid taking measures which are contrary
to stated policy of the school (e,g«, twanty«four hours’ notice of detention*
and written assignments }0
The area of teachers* disciplinary responsibility extends throughout
the school. All teachers have the authority to discipline students wherever
they observe infractions of school rules* This authority also extends to
social and athletic eventsQ
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Please do not interrupt your class presentation to tell seme
youngster that he has earned an hour9 s detention* or to give
him the opportunity to argue about what ho did or did net do*
The time to “chew cut;- a youngster is after the close of a
period, and privately* There are techniques for maintaining
control of a claserson without arguing with recalcitrant stud¬
ents or allowing any one student to disrupt a class0

Detention
Teachers are to keep their own
ments have ha**n rracle when needful* It is runparative that twenty^four
hours9 notice he given each student assigned detention, Detention notices
must ba signed by parent or gv.ardian and return ad to the teacher at the tine
detention is to be served* Teachers are to submit a record of all detention
assigned to the Office* Teachers should strictly enforce the rules with
regard to detention to sake it as effective as possible«
'.y wl 1 '<»/

ij
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Caro of Building arm Equipment
Teachers are expected to inspect desks and school property daily and
to report any damage ismieriiately* and are responsible for maintaining
blackboards and bulletin boardsc Before leaving the bidlding} teachers
wills
I* Close acid lock windows
2t> Adjust shades
3, See that desks are in order
bo Turn off lights
5m lock doors
An aisle must bo provided between desks and walls in all classroomsc
Lights will be turned off when the classroom is not in use* The last
teacher to use the room will be responsible*
Assemblies
All home room teachers are to remain with their groups at all times
during assemblies, to maintain proper order and conduct©
Study Halls

M«a)^t<rutW^rL«M «nanw n»

All students should have an assigned scat, end seating plans for each
study hall should be mads*
Students may be excused from study hall with passes only to use the
library, idsit the Nurse3 Main Office, or physical education instructorsi
or upon the written request of teachers* Students may net go to restrooms
during study periods*
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School Committee
Teacher Personnel Policies of the Frontier Regional School District**

I,

Salary Schedule
A0

Principles of salary scheduling

la Minimum salaries should b© high enough to attract the most able*
well-educated and promising people to the -beaching profession*
2a Maximum salaries should be high enough to retain highly competent
and professionally ambitious men and women as classroom teachers*
3o Salary schedules should provide equal pay to classroom -teachers
with equivalent training and experience*
*!-e Annual increments should provide an orderly progress to the
maximum 3,alary*
5* The salary schedule should offer stimulation through incentives
in recognition of professional qualifications*
6* There should be professional participation by classroom teachers
in the development and administration of salary schedules (and all other per¬
sonnel policies)*
7* Salaries of professional personnel other than classroom teachers
should be scheduled in accordance with the principles that apply to classroom teachers9 with suitable recognition sndrespensibilities and preparation
for leadership*
B*

Chart of salary schedule (effective September 1*, i960)
Years of
Experience
None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine

Bachelor5 s
^Degree
$4000.
4150,
4300o
4500,
4700,
4900,
5100*
5300*
5500*
5700*

Master*s
Decree
$4300,
4450,
4600,
4800,
50000
5200*
5400.
5600.
5800.
6000*

(Note: See revised salary schedule, effective January 1* 19o29 p0
♦Approved 4-3“6l0

)*
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ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES
Salary policies
1» The school committee retains the right to establish the salary
of certain teachers with special training* experience, or assignment,,
20 It is expected that teachers will take further college courses
for personal and professional improvement* These courses shall also serve
to qualify the teacher for salary increments as follows:
a* Every teacher on the Eackelor's Degree scale must satis¬
factorily complete six semester hours of approved college work every four
years* This means that three annual increments trill be given as indicated
on the salary schedules but the fourth such increment will bo withheld un¬
til the specified academic work has been completed. These academic credits
may be accumulated over a period of eight years,
b0 Every teacher on the Master* s Degree scale must satisfact«
orily complete six semester hours of approved college work every six years*
This means that five annual increments will be given as indicated on the
salary schedule, but the sixth such increment will bo withheld until the
specified academic work has been completed* These academic credits may be
accumulated over a period of twelve years*
c* Courses to be taken for credit must be approved in writing
by the Superintendent of Schools before registering for the courses0 These
courses must be taken at Accredited Institutions as listed in the Report of
Accreditation of the Massachusetts Association of School Coramittees, Inc*
d* Travel may be approved in advance by the Superintendent of
Schools in lieu of graduate study for increment purposes0 Approval for such
travel will be determined upon ths basis of a complete outline report of the
trip submitted by the teacher* The teacher also has the responsibility of
demonstrating the professional or cultural gain of such travel through a
written report*
e* Teachers who have completed twenty years of full«time class*
room teaching experience will not be required to take courses in order to
qualify for the yearly increments*
3* Teachers who expect to receive a Master's Degree must notify the
Superintendent of Schools in writing on or before September 30 of the year
preceding the expected granting of the degree in order to meet budget re¬
quirements* Tits $300* increase in annual salary is to begin on September 1
following completion of the requirements for the degree with the exception
that if the degree is granted in January, the increase in salary shall be
pro-rated beginning the month following completion of the requirements for
that degree*
?

4* The school committee shall authorise payment of $10* per semester
hour for each course satisfactorily completed by a teacher prior to June 30,
1961* Other courses taken at the specific request of the administration shall
be reimbursed at the discretion of the school committee*
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IIa

Sick Leave
A0

Allotment o.f sick leave

1* All full-time teachers and administrative personnel are allotted
fifteen days of sick leave with pay each year*
2* Sick leave shall be accrued at the rate of one and one-half (if)
days per school month* Advance sick leave may be granted at the discretion
of the Principal,,
B*

Sick leave policies

1, In the event that an employee is absent due to illness for less
then fifteen days in a?*y one school year, the days not used shall be accumu¬
lated for use in subsequent years to a maximum accumulation of forcy-vfivo
days, without loss of previous accumulation*
29 In any one school year five of the fifteen days intended for
sick leave may be used at the option of the employee concerned for the fol¬
lowing personal reasons*
a*

Specific religious holidays©

be

Serious illness in the immediate family*

a*

Court cases, whan appearing as a witness*

do

Other personal or business reasons at the discretion of the
Principal*
(1)

Five days shall be given to a regular full-time teacher
or administrator for death in the immediate family*
The term "immediate family** shall, be considered to inelude mother, father, sister, brother, husband, wife,
son and daughter*

(2)

One day shall be given to a regular full-time teacher
ox* administrator to attend the funeral of mother-in**
law, father-in-law, sister-in-law, brother-in-law,
son*ia-lau, daughter«in-law? grandmother, grandfather,
or others at the discretion of the Principal*

(3)

After the expiration of sick leave due to prolonged
illness, full salary minus the salary of the substi¬
tute teacher will be paid to the regular full-time
teacher or administrator through the end of the
school year* A doctor’s certificate verifying the
confining illness of such a person shall be required
except as provided by State Law* Authorisation is to

9*3
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be secured by the Superintendent of Schools from
the school coromittee0

IIIo

(4)

In exceptional cases* other days of leave may be
granted at the discretion of the school committeeo

(5)

In computing the amount to be deducted for a day of
unexcused absence* the year shall be held to consist
of two hundred day30

Miscellaneous
A0

Visiting Day

lo Full-tisie teachers may be allowed to spend on© day por school
year in observing another school system, provided that the following conditions are fulfilled;
a*

Adequate substitute replacement can be obtained0

bo The visiting day has been approved in advance by tho
Superintendent of Schools and the Principal0
Bo

Paycheck deductions

lo Deductions, such as those for Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Wash¬
ington National Insurance, etc*, are to be withheld upon request of the
teacher concerned from the employee’s check and paid directly to the ac¬
count by the Treasurer of the Frontier Regional School Districtc
Co

Executive session of School Committee

lo Personal affairs of employees shall not be discussed in open
session of the school committee due to the danger of harmful or embarassing
public!ty0 Discussion of such raatters should be reserved for executive ses¬
sions of the school committee* Xhe3e sessions shall exclude the press and
the general public*
2,

This policy may be waived with the permission of tho employee

concerned*
IVC

Maternity Leave (1-13-59)

A* Any teacher or other employee of the Frontier Regional School
District who becomes pregnant is required to give 30 days notice of re¬
signation no later than the end of the first four months of pregnancy*
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Such toacher or other employee will be given the same consideration
as any new applicant if such person wishes to be re-employed after the birth
of the child; but, except under unusual conditions, such application for re¬
employment will not be accepted until the child is at least one year old or
older*
Bo

C0 No employee of the school consult tea shall be entitled to any sick
loava on account of pregnancyand time lost on account of such situation
shall not be considered the equivalent of teaching service for automatic
increases, placement on the salary schedule or retirement credito
Do Cases of miscarriage, stillborn children, the early death of a
child or the adoption of a child must be reported to the school coranittee
which will give individual consideration to each such case*
E* No probationary teacher who applies for maternity leave has any
claim to a future appointment* Such a teacher is on annual contract which
expires at the end of the school year for which she was appointedo
Fc Married teachers who have acquired tenure previous to maternity
leave may be reappointed, but the period of maternity leave wall not be
considered equivalent to teaching experience in placement on the salaxy
schedule* A teacher returning from such an absence will be placed on the
salaiy scale on the step held prior to withdrawal* No increment will be
granted until the teacher has completed the equivalent of a full year of
teaching*
Go Failure of a teacher or other employee to comply with this rule
shall bo considered conduct unbecoming a teacher or insubordination under
Section 42 of Chapter 71, of the General Laws of Massachusetts*

v

Yd

Other pertinent policies
A0

Appointments with school committee

1* If a faculty member has a problem, he should take it up first
with the Superintendent of Schools* If no satisfaction is achieved, he
should then make an appointment to meet with the school committee* (3*>H-53)
Bo

Teacher Assignment

lo The Principal shall tiy to equalize the class loads as far as is
possible• depending upon the type of classes assigned* (4-30-53)
C*

Severance Pay

Teachers leaving the system may be granted severance pay in
advance, tut not before June 30; otherwise no advance salary will be paid,
except in case of emergency* (6-25-57, as amended 5-12^59)
lo
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Salary Schedulei (effective January 1» IftSg^
Years of
Experience

Index

None

1.00

$4000.

$4300.

$4450*

One

1*05

4200*

4500,

4650.

Two

1.10

4400*

4?00.

4350.

Three

1.15

4&00*

4900.

50.50.

Four

1.20

4800c

5100.

5250.

Five

1.25

5000.

5300*

5450,

Six

1*30

5200*

550Ge

5650.

Seven

1.35

5400.

5700*

5850.

Eight

1.40

5600.

5900,

6050.

Nine

1.45

5800.

6100.

6250.

Ten

1*50

6000.

6300.

6450.

Bachelor’s

-Jtogygg—

Master’s
Degree

*cr«rvi>w.

Master’s Degree
Plus 30 Semester Hours

The actual salary is dotenclned as a re fruit of multiplying the is&nimura
salary on the Bachelor’s Degree schedule ter the Index* -which is determined
by the years of ©xperlsnee® Above the Bachelor’s Degree schedule,, the Mast«
ar’s Degree schedule maintains a differential of $300*, and the Master’s
Degree plus 30 semester hours schedule maintains a differential of $150o
2C

Administration

Accidents; All Injuries must be reported iinmadiately* Procedures and
information for reporting shall be provided faculty and students* Parents
shall be promptly notified of any injury to any student*
Adralnistraticn^aciLl.t:y and Staff Relations s Tbs administration shall en~
courage department heads and individual faculty and staff members to seek
clarification., information, or advice concerning school policies or prac¬
tices, or special problems, and to make constructive suggestions or criti¬
cisms for improveresnt of school policies and practices*
Approval of Professional Courses: The administration reserves the right
to judge and determine whether or not particular courses taken by teachers
are appropriate and worthy to bo recotnized as acceptable credits toward
qualification for salary increments* The administration shall provide a
procedure for teachers to obtain prior approval of courses to be taken*
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Awards to Students: The administration shall i-iake various au-rds to
students to recognise cr reward student achievements or meritorious contribations to the school in the following categories: scholarship, citizen¬
ship, athletics5 and service to the school, The entire faculty shall par¬
ticipate in the selection of students for the various awards , and in the
formulation of the criteria for selection, (See Appendix for list of swards
and scholarships).
Carricnlvac; The Principal shall continually review the program of stud¬
ies and course content with department heads and faculty members, to make
reccffiniendaiions for revision or additions when considered necessary cr de¬
sirable.
Discipline: The administration and faculty shall develop rules, regu¬
lations and procedures to insure student discipline. The Student Council
shall occasionally be asked to cake suggestions for the improvement of
student discipline.
Grouping of Students: The administration. Guidance Department, and
faculty shall cooperate in grouping students in each academic class as
homogeneously as possible, and the groups shall be designated as follows ?.
Advanced, Basic, and Special® Where there is only cnc section of a subject,
no designation need be used. Such grouping shall be on the basis of ability,
achievement, and social needs of the individual student.
Honor .Rolls The administration and faculty shall develop an honor roll
system and shall determine the ciutsria for selection of students to be
recognized for outstanding scholastic achievement.
Marking System; The administration and faculty shall develop an appro¬
priate marking system, which slic.ll be a standardized method of discrim.nam¬
ing as well as possible among different levels cf student achievement with¬
in student ability groupsins. This system shall be reviewed from tir:-e ‘to
time by administration and faculty to make changes as appropriate.
Practice Teacher Suesrvisien; The administration encourages the coopera^
tion of the faculty with teacher training programs of institutions in the
surrounding area, subject to the following conditions: no teacher shall be
required to accept the supervision of a practice teacher5 there shall not be
more than one practice teacher in a single department at one time; and no
teacher shall supervise more than one practice teacher during the course
one year. Teachers, of course, retain full responsibility fer their classes,
and are to insure that practice teachers maintain the highest possible quality
of instruction.
Procedures: The Principal shall devise and implement any routine or
special procedure which he regards as appropriate, desirable, or necessary
for an efficient conduct of the school program 5 He shall do this through
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consultation and cooperation with the faculty whenever possible and prac¬
ticable*
Public Relations: The administration shall develop or initiate various
programs or procedures to 'maintain effective public relations* Faculty and
staff members will bo encouraged to car tribute to this objective* particul¬
arly through such organisations as PTA*
Records .and i Reports: The administration may require teachers and staff
members to prepare and submit whatever records and reports are necessary*
needfulj or desirable, either regularly or when deemed warranted*
Schedules: The administration shall prepare * arrange» or rearrange* any
schedule it doeras proper or desirable for effective and efficient conduct
of the school program (e,g,* daily schedule* lunch schedule* examination
schedule* meetings* etc*)*
Selection of Textbooks and Materials: Each department shall select its
own textbooks and materials*, and the respective department heads shall rec»osEsend their purchase to the administration* (Selection of textbooks is
subject to the approval of the school committee)*
»«JW» H

^

t»

. Special Duty Assignments: The Principal shall make and define special
and extra-curricule.r duty assignments as the needs arise* and shall assign
individuals on the basis of their interests and qualifications whenever
possible* Such assignments' shall be distributed as equitably as possible*
Student Rules. Regulations and Procedures: The Principal shall develop
and promulgate whatever rules* regulations* and procedures are necessary or
desirable for the guidance and control of the students* He will encourage
and expect the participation of the faculty and staff in this responsibility.
Teacher Assignments am Teaching Loads Teacher assignments shall be made
whenever possible in-the areas of the individual teachers abilities$ quails
fications* and interests 5 and every effort will be mad© to insure that teach¬
ing loads are as nearly equal as possible*
Teacher and Staff Rules and Regulations 1 The administration shall ostablish and enforce any rule and regulation it deems necessary or appropriate
to effect consistency of operation among the faculty and staff5 and to pro¬
mote the fullest possible understanding of the obligations of the profes¬
sional staffo
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REGULATIONS AND FHOCFDUKES

1*

Faculty
Bail y^Hout ine s

Teachers are to arrive at school at 8:3.5 A*K* 3 be at their proper
stations at 8:30 A.H** and are to remain at the school until 3sl5* ex¬
cept on those days when special help is scheduled when those teachers are
to remain until *1 P.M. All teachers are to chock in at the Office before
leaving school©
Before leaving the classroom* teachers wills (a) close and lock windows;
(b) adjust shades; (c) see that desks are in order; (d) shut off lights;
(e) lock doors*
Lights will ha turned off when the classroom is not in use#
teacher to use the room will be responsible©

The last

Teachers are expected to inspect desks and other school property daily*
and to report any damage to the Office immediately©
Teachers are expected to be punctual as to starting and ending classes*
No class is to be left unsupervised under any circumstances# No class will
be dismissed before tbs dismissal bell rings* and no class shall be held
beyond the dismissal bell*
Teachers are to implement or enforce all the rules and procedures out¬
lined in the Rules and Regulations for Students*
Dj3c3-oi5.no .and Supervisions
Teachers are to keep their own detention* except whan other arrangements
have been made when needful* It is imperative that twenty-four hours® notice
be given each student assigned detention*
During change of classes* teachers are to supervise corridor traffic©
Classes should enter classrooms by rear1 doors and leave by front doors who?**
ever possible and practical*
Teachers are not to make writing assignments as punishment of students0
Teachers are expected to execute special duty assignments as scheduled®
Teachers are to inspect textbooks periodically to insure that they arc
covered and no papers filed in them#
Teachers are to inspect students® lockers periodically to see that they
are locked and clean.
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During lire drills, teachers are to lead their classes outsides maintain
order, and carry their registers and class rank books with them*
All homeroom teachers must remain with their groups proceeding to* duringP
and after assemblies*
Preparation;
4nx>wa»yjCvti- •; rwMMV

Teachers are required to sake lesson plans for each class at least one
day in advance and to keep lesson plans in the center drawer of the desk*
Teachers must make seating plans for all clooses and study halls and file
them in the Lesson^plan Book*
nerals

the day of absence

whoa any salesman violates tills ru!e«
Teachers are ozpected to attend all meetings as scheduled ox1* announced.*
unless excused prior to the meetings
Teachers are to grant all student requests to visit the nurse*
Teachers are net permitted to srmoke anywhere in the building? except in
the Teachers* Rooms 5 ex- on the school grounds*
Teachers are expected to meet all deadlines in completing required records
and in the submission of required reports*
All purchase requisitions must be submitted in duplicate^ including
pricesj to the Principal.* Any purchases made without the approval of the
Office must be paid for by the responsible person*
An aisle must be provided between desks and walls in all classrooms*
All business pertaining to any class shall bo acted upon by class
advisors before referral to the Main Office*
Teachers are not to send students to the Office for supplies during the
3Choo! day*
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Teachers must obtain prior approval of professional courses to assure
the recognition of credits required to receive annual salary increments0
Teachers must inform the Office Secretary of all toll calls* and the
school must be reimbursed for all personal toll calls®
Teachers must record a mir&mum of one mark for each full week or unit
of work for each class*
All teachers themselves must provide for the typing or writing and
duplicating cf tests and other materials©
Student

Conduct * All students are required to most high standards of conduct
while on buses to and from school-, in the corridors and homerooms while in
school5 in all classrooms*, in the cafeteria9 on the grounds of the school9
at assemblies3 and at all extra-curricular and social events* Reports of
misconduct by bus operators* custodians* cafeteria personnel* or any faculty
or staff member shall be dealt with accordingly®
Courtesy: Students are expected to be courteous to all faculty members*
custodians* school personnel 7 visitors * and to each other® Reports of dis¬
courtesy in any manner will Tie directed to the Principal®
Attendance of School Functions* Students are encouraged to attend and
support the various school functions® It is sincerely hoped that ©very ©f«
fort will be made to foster a strong school spirit to indicate our interest
and pride in our school, to the community*
Special Helps Each academic department will bo available one day weekly
fro® three to four o’clock in the afternoon for extra help* Students may
volunteer or be assigned to these sessions® Students should feel ires to
request extra help from individual teachers at any time* and to make an ap«
pointmont with the Guidance Department any time the need arises to deal with
difficult personal problems®
CARS OF BUILDING* EQUIPMENT AIIP MATERIALS
HWI,

J«|T» •< ,imIil-i><r>tnrr tiwWfcCi*r[^w ’ w—Otwr

m

School Property*
1* Any damage to school property will result in immediate suspension*
This includes damage of any kind to dask3 and furniture or any other school
equipment* Teachers will check furniture and equipment daily*
2®

Shoos are not permitted during activities on the gymnasium floor®
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3* In the past, shoe scuff Marks have been found on classroom and cor¬
ridor walls* Students who cause such damage will remove the marks after
school*
4* Doors, windows, window shades and other school equipment are not to
be handled by students unless special permission is given by a teacher*
Textbooks;
1* All textbooks are on lean to students and proper care of these books
is the responsibility of each student* Any textbook which has been abused
shall be replaced by the student at a cost determined by the Principal* All
lost textbooks must be replaced by the student at a reasonable cost*
2* Because of the increasingly high cost of textbook repairs and re¬
placement, oil books must be covered. This rule pertains to old books as
well as new ones. Papers are not to be filed in books * Teachers will check
periodically to see that this rule is enforced*
DISCIPLINE
Automobiles: A student parking area is provided* Cars should not be
parked around the rotary and automobiles are not to move when the school
buses are leading or discharging passengers* The maximum speed limit is
10 MPH at all times (including evening events). The Deerfield Police De~
partaent will be notified of any violations and permission to park or drive
on school grounds will be revoked. Autos are not to be visited during lunch
periods or during class time* Student autos are not permitted to park on the
north side of the building or around the Vo~Ag Building without special permission. ALL STUDENTS WHO DRIVE AUTOMOBILES TO SCHOOL MUST REGISTER THEM AT
THE MAIN OFFICE*
Dress: Hie follwoing are not allowed: dungarees, T-shirts, engineer’s
boots, shorts, and slacks* Teachers are to send delators directly to the
Office of the Principal* Boys are expected to wear ties or sport shires
which do not require a tie*
Study Periods: Supervised study periods are provided for study only*
Teachers may assign detention to students who misuse study period*
Student Marshal. System: A staff of student marshals shall be selected
to assist the faculty in maintaining good discipline in all areas of the
school program. Marshals assigned to duty shall see that students conduct
themselves everywhere in an orderly manner. Any student not following a
marshal’s instruction shall bo reported to the head marshal, who shall talk
to the student regarding proper procedures* Should a student continue to
disregard the rules, th© head marshal shall report.him to the Office*
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Smoking s Smoking is not pennitted at any time on school grounds or in
the school buildings* This pertains to evening and sports events* Immed¬
iate suspension by the Principal will be the result of any such offense*
Gambling: Gambling of any form or nature will result in immediate suspensiono
Gum Chewing: -here will be no gum chewing anywhere in the school buildin
lockersiand Locker Keys: All lookers are to be kept locked and clean*
Lest locker keys are to be reported promptly to the Main Office and an addi¬
tional deposit of fifty cents ($*50) made for a new key* Students who per¬
sistently leave lockers unlocked or in disorder shall be reported to the
Office* Students should visit lockers only before and after school and
between the third arid fourth periods*
Detention:
lo Detention will usually be served in the room of the teacher who
assigned it*
20 All students assigned detention are given twenty-four hours® noticeo
Detention notices must be signed by parent or guardian and returned to the
teacher at the time detention is to be served* Teachers submit a record of
all detention assigned to the Office«
3o Any student who fails to report to detention when assigned* or who
fails to return the detention notice when due* or who is found guilty of
forging or having had forged a signature, shall be suspendedo
40 Any student accimla ting • five (5) separate detentions shall be sus¬
pended from classes and must report to the Principal®s Office at 8:45 A„MC
on each day of suspension0 Students will be required to keep up with all
class work and assignments during the period of suspension*
5®

Detention hours shall be from JiQO P^M* to 4:00 P„M0

6* Parents or guardians are responsible for the transportation of de¬
tention students, regardless of the fact that they do not have any vehicle
of their own.
?0

All students shall bring books for study during detention*

8*

Wo magazines shall be read during detention*

9«

There shall be no talking while serving detention*

XOo Students must go to the rest rooms before going to detention*
permission shall be granted during detention to go to the rest rooms*

Ho
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PROCEDURES
Absences and Tardiness: Everyone must bring a
or guardian, signed by same, after an absence from
homeroom for an Admission Slip,, Students who have
port to the Officeo Tardy students must report to
ing any class ©

written excuse from parent
school, and must report to
no written excuse must re¬
the Office before attend¬

Accident Reports s Students injured in physical education classes or
athletics, except football, x-ri.ll report the injury immediately to Mre Ath¬
letic Director in chargee Students injured in other areas of the building,
or travelling to or from school, will report irnuediately to the school nurse,
All students must also report any injury to the Principal’s Office after re¬
porting to the above, and must fill out insurance claim forms at the. OffiC0o
Assemblies: Students will always proceed to and from assemblies by homerooms, under the direction of their homeroom teachers, and are to remain with
their roups at all times# Students will proceed by two’s quietly and come
to order as soon as seated, so that the assembly program may begin without
delayo Glasses are to be assigned to sections in the auditorium at the be¬
ginning of the year, and students will be dismissed from assembly by sec¬
tions, normally returning to homerooms for dismissal from school0 Should
assembly run overtime, students re to be dismissed from school by sections
from the auditorium©
ass. Drills: All students should familiarise themselves with iha instruc¬
tions given in each homeroom
classroom as to the correct procedure to fol¬
low during fire drills0 During fire drills it is absolutely necessary to fol¬
low instructions exactly as given, so that the building may be evacuated as
quickly and orderly as possible© There is to be no talking whatsoever during
fire drill
Bus
Students who ar© tardy bieeav.se a bus le 1?i© wull report to the Office before going to class© No Attendance Slip will be necesc?
sayy, sine© a £e*x?xal announcement will be made via the ir>i>er-cc&f system*
for Claims*
rasping t\m between classes is two v2.? minute©* This is sufficient
time to pas3 from one class to the next with the following exceptions: (1)
senior Mgh etodttnte who have els sc in the junior high wing will leave class
on the warning bell; (2) junior high students assigned to the Library or to
Homo Efoonottics v-Ill leave on the warning bell*
2* Student® held in a cls-.ae beyond the parsing bell must obtain a pass
for admittance to the next class# Students reporting late to class without
a p&sr* will be- allowed to take their seats, and teachers will warn students
about tardiness at the end of the class# Students who abuse this rule will
have t.c* report to the Office on the morning following the offense bsfora at¬
tending class©
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Leaving Class: Any student going out of a class or study period should
be given a traffic pass signed by the teacher* The teacher whom he visits
should put the time of release on the pass and initial it before the student
returns to his class0 Only one student will be permitted to leave the room
at any one time. Students will obtain books from their lockers first thing
in the morning, before and after lunch, and may visit lockers between the
third and fourth periods, No one will be permitted to leave class to visit
his locker,
■ary: Students may be excused from study halls to use the Library
by obtaining a library pass from study hall supervisors or teachers, indi¬
cating the date, time, and reason for going to the Library, Time of leav¬
ing the Library must be indicated on the pass, and the student must report
back to the study hall supervisor before the end of the period, No refer¬
ence books or magazines are to be taken out of the Library for any reason
whatsoever. THE LIBRARY WILL REMAIN OPEN UNTIL 4 P.M. DAILY,
Lunch Periods:
lo Food is not permitted in any part of the building outside the cafe¬
teria or on any part of the school grounds®
20 After finishing lunch, students are either to reset in in the cafe¬
teria or go outside via the cafeteria's south exit, and in no case may
students go into the corridor after finishing their lunch,
3®

Rest rooms may be used only before and after lunch.

Telephone? The public telephone at the eight doors may be used only be¬
fore and after school. All emergency calls must be made from the Main Office,
Traffic Control:
I, Students should always keep to the right in the corridors and on
stairways. Where possible, enter classrooms by rear door and leave by the
front door,
20 There will be, under no circumstances, any running, jumping, or
sliding in the corridors or in any other part of the building. Students
who insist on running ins5.de the building may be assigned laps around the
track or gymnasium.
3. In the senior high school, the center stairway alongside the Com¬
mercial (Typing) Roc© shall be used only as one-way traffic for ascending
to the second floor; the two stairways at each end of the senior high wing
shall be used for one-way traffic only when descending to the first floor.
In the case of fire drills, this rule i3 waived.
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COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
Please indicate below any comments or suggestions you nay have for
improvement of the school or this Handbook0
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DIPAFTME^?
HEADS
ium
;,i*.tautracmto

j-vs*.;9ua«7 .*vauuA* •

English

Mrs, Alice Spindler

Mathematics

Mr. John Frigard

Social Studies

Robert Denesha

Comsiarcial

Mrs* Ethel LaPlante

Science

Mi\, Stanley Everett

Foreign
Languages

Miss Catherine Peterson

Agriculture

Mr* Clifford Parker

Art

Mrs* Joan Rising

Music

Mr* Granger Norwood

Ind* Arts
Boys Physical
Education

Mr* John Edgar Jr#

Girls Physical
Education

Miss Viola Goodnow

Driver
Training

Mr* Jack Phillips

Director of Athletics ~~ Mr* John 3e Edgar Jrc
Faculty Manager

Mr0 Donald Sv/icker
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commit™? ASSIGNEES

COMMITTEE ON MARKING AND GRADING to report to general faculty meeting on October

1961

CHAIRMAN - John Frigard
David Ash end ©n
Ann BrcughalX
Marilyn Cate
John Edgar
Harriett© Enoch
David Filkine
Ethel LaPlante
John Mel9
Pauline Plaisted
Joan Hieing
John Siaao
Donald Slicker
Leslie Thomas
Edward Weeden

COMMITTEE ON DISCIPLINE AND DETENTION to report to general faculty meeting October 4r 1961

CHAIRMAN?. « Stanley Everett
George Cowan
Robert Denesha
Thomas Fonda
V/llliam Gleason
Viola Goodnov
Irving Milewaki
Grange a* Norwood
Clifford Parker
Catherine Peterson
Jack FhilUps
Irwin Reed
Mary Ryan
Alice Spindler
Henry Sukowaki
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SPECIAL SIXTY ASSIGNMENTS
SENIOR HIGH
WEEK OEo

Septo 11
IS
25
0eto
2
9
16
23
30
6
Novo
13
20
27
4
Dec,,
11
IS
Jan*
1
s

15
Feb,

Marc

Apr.

Nay

Juno

22
29
5
12
26
5
12
19
26
2
9
23
30
7
14
21
23
4
11

3TJS
Morning
Edgar
Goodnow
Parker
Edgar
Goodnow
Parker
Edgar
Goo&ncw
Parker
Edgar
Goodnow
Parker
Edgar
Gocdnov?
Parker
Edgar
Goodnow
Parker
Edgar
Goodnow
Parker
Edgar
Goodnov?
Parker
Edgar
Goodnow
Faricer
Edgar

1961 - 1962

wn

LUNCH
Afternoon

1stint

Rising
Norwood
FugsXoy
El ok
Rising
Norwood
Pugsley

Cate
Drown
Edgar
Frigard
Goodnow
LsPlante
Mel©
Hoyrood
Peterson
Eukoweki
Gat©
Crown
Edgar
Frigard
Goodnow
LaPlant©
Mel©
Norwood
Peterson
Zukweki
Cate
Crown
Edgar
Frigard
Goo&nov
LaPlante
Mel©
Norwood
Peterson
Zukcvski
Gate
Crown
Edgar
Frigard
Goodnow
LaFlant©
Mole

nek
Rising
Norwood
Fugalsy
Fl©k
Rising
Norwood
Fugsley
El ok
Rising
Norwood
Pngs! ey
Hok
Rising
Norwood
Fugsley
Elek
Rising
Norwood
Fugsley
Flefc
Rising
Norwood
Pugsley
FI ok
Rising
Norwood
Pugsl ey

nek
Rising

2nd
Denoeha
&L0Ch
Everett
Fonda
Gleason
Fhillips
PLaiotod
Ryan
Spindler
Suicker
Deneaha
Enoch
Everett
Fonda
Flefc
Phillips
Plainted
Ryan
Spindler
Swieker
Deneshn
Enoch
Everett
Fonda
Gleason
Phillips
Plaisted
Ryan
Spindle:
Swicker
Denesha
Enoch
Eyerett
Fonda
Gleason
Fhllllos
Plaisted

LUNCH DUTY - JUNIOR HIGH
Ashondsn - Ercughall
Covan ~ Pilklns
Milevski « Reed
Slano - Thoasas
tfecden « Hieing

S 3[p *0 0 11, Ccto 16, Novo 20, Jan. 1, ?eb0 5* Mar0 19 r
Juno 4
Septo IS, Oct, 23, Nove 27, J®no 8, Feb, 12, Mar* 26, Me
Jans 11
Sept* 25, 0cto 30, Dec, 4, Jan0 15r Feb, 26, Apr® 2, ay
Octo 2, Nov® 6, Dec, 11, Jan0 22, Har. 5? Apr„ 9, Msy 2! >
Cct„ 9, Novc 13, Dec. IS, Jan« 2§? Mar# 12 , Apr0 16, Mr 7

Ill
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'

Duties of Faculty Kanager ** (recorr. rid id s'al?ry

- COO.cr)

lo

Obtaining Buses for athletic events.

2o

Providing ticket takers, janitors, police for all athletic events
(when needed) purchase cf all tickets for football sr-ri basketball *

3o

Preparation cf athletic fields for practices and ga.is.3.
Paying cf officials (by check always) after games.

5*

Supervision of athletic concessions at games and games
receipts,

6C

Preparation of financial reports for all athletic contests*

7»

Reporting of gams results to newspapers,

8<>

Programs for all athletic events.

9,

Control of public attending events,

10c

Or any other duties that

be assigned*

*

Duties of Athletic Director lo

Craving up of athletic schedules*

2*

Purchase and maintenance of athletic aid physical education
equipment,

3«

Obtaining officials for athletic events*

4*

Drawing up athletic budgets (exclusive cf physical education
budget*)

5*

Recommendation of candidates for coaching positions*

6,

Represent the school at all league and association meetings,

7,

Supervision of accident reports cn injuries suctr ined in
physical education or athletic contests.
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-

-

- KOi
- •

i

-. -V

1c

check 'boilers

2o

road temperature aad oil guago; rscoyfi.

3o

swoop all corri dors

Uo

SVQSp coth ££7?2&

5*

duet throughout the building

bo

burn traah

7o

clean nain office

S„

miscellaneous cleaning including painting

9„

deem e©nferciioo toon (Tuesday)

10o

collect rubbish from lliQO A0H0 to 12=00 PcMo

Ho

trip to duap t^ie® weekly except daily during the auensr

X2«>

mens

13*

shovel snoif

l46

cafeteria duties frosi 12=00 to XsOO V<Moi

grass

ceffec bresk daily Ss^5

cl ©ait ntf)bifl& cwsna - ton tsv.

9<^0 A.cMc

lunch hour 11 <00 A0Mo to XgsOO PJS* - 1 mi (alternates weekly)
12s 00 pyJ4c to Is 00 P0Mc

« 1 £san (head* etr«?iy day)

Daily
- at teynoon
—**■<■■■! rumnn 1
nm»wanaa»
lo

table areas in c&ffctevift washed

2«

sueqp ell roovs including Vo^ago building:

3*

empty sill vastsb&cket©

U0

sweep stairs

5o

lavatories and urinals in ell toilets washed

Thursday and Friday (additional
duties)
•vv tv:
«—«gr-arwo«

vwin. > MK *«w»».x -„a- if »«■

lo

jafotoria *a.eh od

So

kitchen washed
Clean *11 mate at entr^n^es
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tsfceh window c round grn and entry vcys th *cu4&out the build'.

-

Sl oan boAXe>*c
6©

avi’sop boiler roan

To

tf&sh all cX&scrccsj doer and fir© door tfindotfs

Hftiatoaaaoo of IraiX&in# and eguipment
cm«|M^*jg J.;yjTffc.t.v^TS^J

Bo 11

-i>TY'\r

'--rvrmr^f

rLfcmvT»-gr/M

3

*•**.« '#;»&.!,** uii#

lo

clean jets aad strainers every Thursday

Pc

additive la vater

3«

inspect boiler for operation

Hoorn
4 5 3

•M UU *>< »

lo

ell floors traced and polished dui-ing school vacations and during ot.:: .:.v.

Generators
lo

provide all care and laainteranee

2o

esiorgensy lighting systea checked voskly

Ventilating
and Seatin’? Seaton
mmm%a

rrtrf j-wi<<w:v-<*w<fn»wwor»x>^.r.■.. aia

I®

cksoteed daily

2o

filters on unfronts

3*

eil and clean no tors when nGCOSsary

4o

eshoust fan saetora cleaned tvico a year

Lighting Srstsa
wac^RlJWBiiru re>K»».iajr^^y^

, a£i

Xo

replace bulbs throu^iout the ba lding

2

switches replaced whoa noeded

c

3*

building cheeked for lights,, doers and boilers daily in the evening,
end Sunday mroing and night

c

Grounds

MUtfiUakM

lo

snov snd iec removal froa walks and roof end skylights

2c

Install guidepostc for ploiTing in the fall and remove in t&w apria//

3«.

t.tke leaves
V...-C and saiiht stance of ail l«sr»s
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5©

care end mnintoiirne© of but Vht.ll diamond

5.

football field lEOtfede
Ji

lo

out si £©,. painting \mm needed

2o

windows washed 038 opt cafeteria and ' ju’-alor high outride

tui^oj .rashert

ec nsro ial fire?*
3o

replace sll broken glass end ucah cords

Vo

Inspect; ivocf for leaks

5.o

rsplsc© roof shingled on 7=>-building when ncccs; .ry

6©

satnt&in putty on all outside rrindows*

School supplies and equipment

lo

distribution of all school supplies

2o

assembly of nsw desks* locko

3©

'iontrol over distribution &a& storing of all locker keys

?nd any other nor shipment®

Custodial Budget
lc

control of purchase of all janitor supplies

20

responsibility of making custodial budget

3o

maintain records of espondittx.roSo

HS&O ?0§.
MEMO
TOs.

All TEACHERS

toms
TBOlll
SUBJECT*

mri 'ssmsD §o noams principal
COOPXRAffllG TEACHER PROOPiOI
Vill you kindly indicate helcm whether you would ho interested in
corvine no a cooperating teacher in the University teach training program
next year# Include your subject area and cheofc tho proper cooeeters

srarjb?

n&H£§

ma saassm

smsa sagsgm
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Septc 6, 1961
HCMJ5ROOK ASSIGH&OTTS
egMiW^wifWi

mrnmimmi

>j,»»hwwwic-.v

Jz

Boon
Room
Room
Room

lU
U
2
1

Mr0 Reed
Mr0 Siaao
M'fo Covan
Mr0 Filkins

<>A* thru
tsprJ thru
nX« thru
raga thru

Grade gs

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room

10
9
7
11

Mrso Brough all
Mr0 Wooden
Mr„ Mil ew ski
Mr« Ashenden
Mr0 Thecias

«A» thru «0W (Clark* Paul)
«c® thru «H;9 { Clarkv Ronald thru V, Helstow;
«H« thru i»U« (Hepburn* Lois thru Roman8 Jobs
nH** thru «gn (Roman* Po thru Sadewski, R„)
ages thru °Z® (Sage* Ruth thru w2?*)

Room
Boom
Room
Room

52
54
60
62

Mp0 Gleason
Mrtp Plaieted
Mre. Spindles*
Mr* Mela

"A«*
Rg«
BSJJ«
HgJ?

Room
Room
Room
Room

U7

Mr„ Swieker
Mrte Cate
Ur< Fonda
Ur* Ererett

»A" thru «E*
wye thru »L«

Grade

Grade 9n

Grade 10;:

6

Ug
50
49

thru
thru
thru
thru

• JO
*Kn (Kolodzlaj)
Kg‘'5 (Ko2los^7 thru A„ S&doekx)
«ZR {Cc Sadoski thru

»G*
R ytt1
a gw

(ftKB thru Stahelekp Patricia)
"Z« (Stefan9 E« thru •Zai)

*M« thru *R®
Wgtt thru

i

Grade 11*

Room U2
Room 65
Room 43

Mrtc Ryan
Mr, Phillip®
Mr« Zukoveki

«A* thru
"K* thru «R" (Rokoszek)
»RO thru «Z« (Rosenthal thru WZW)

Grade 12*

Room 57
Boon 55
Room 53

Mies Crown
Mr* Penesha
Mrto Enoch

"A* thru
«&» thru np« (aO* thru Perkins)
«<pa thru «2» (Podlo thru ®Z»)
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SOOTH OlSEiriFISLO, KACSAajUSETTS

CLASS ADVISORS, CLUB A?© ACTIVITY ADVISORS 196l - l3o£

Senior Class;

Mr* Denesha, Mrs, Enoch; Mias Crown

Junior Class 1

Mr© Phillips, Mrs. By an* Mr. Zukowslci

ScphOEoro Class?

Mr. Fonda, Mrs* Cato. E:

freshman Class?

Mrs, Sjpindler, Mr, Gleason* Mr. Mel©* Urc,

Student Councils

Mr. Roger

Yearbook Advisors?

Mrs. LaPlanta sad Mr. Thomas

School Newspapers

Mrs. LaP1.auto and Mrs. Ryan

Dramatics?

Hr. Kenneth Walker

Cheerleaders?

Miss Paterson

Audio Visual Aids Advisor;

Mr. Thomas Fonda

Science Club?

Mr. Everett and Mr, Cowan

Future Farmers?

Mr. Parker

Chess Club?

Mr. Bcnecha

School Accounts?

Mrs. Ryan

Girls1’ Athletic Association

Mies Gcodnov;

Boys1 Athletic Association

Mr, Edgar

Everett. Hr,

dicker
la

mmim
•

hbgiohal school faculty

It 7

1951 - 19S2

Ashendea, lavid

Jr* K. S. Science, 6 th Cr.; Hssding, ith Gr., - Harvard, A• .

Beattie, Mrs. Edna

School Kur.-;e, Health *» Our lady of the liras, B.S*

Brcughall., Mrs* Am

-Jr, High School English & Heading «• MiddXebury College, A..' c

Cato, Mrs. Marilyn

Homo Economics, Tth Gr., World History « Brain inghem State
Teachers College, B.S.

Covan, Georgo W. , Jr*

Jr* H.S. Science and Reading, 7th Gr*; American International
College, B.A.
«

Crown, Boris

School Librarian

Donosha, Bohort

Sr. II*3* World History and Problems of Democracy « American
International College, B.A*

Edgar, John 3., Jr.

Physical Education Director, Athletic Director, Football end
Track Coach, Basketball Coach — University cf Maine, B.S.?
Springfield Collega, M. PS*

Enoch, Mrs,. Harriott©

Sr. H.S. English - Massachusetts State College, 3*S0; Boston
University, Ed.M.

Everett, Stanley

Chemistry end General Science - University cf Massachusetts; u*£,

Pllkins, David

Jr. H.S. Arithmetic and Heading, 7th Gr.; Westfield State
Teachers3 College, B.5.

Fonda, Thomas

Sr. H.S. Biology, - Oherlin College, A.B.; Syracuse University, I
University of Fee Hampshire, M.8.

Prigard, John T.

Sr* H.S. Algebra, Plane Geometry, Advanced Mathematics «
Dartmouth, A .3.

Pick, John Pc
.

Guidance Counselor « Pordhass College, 3.S., Fordham UniversitySchool of Education, M.S.

Gleason, William D*

Sr. H.So English and Latin «. Stonehill College,
Bridgewater State College

Gocdnow, Viola

Girls* Physical Education Director, Coach of Girls® Sports Bridgewater Stato Teachers College, B.S.

I all ante, Mrs. Ethel

Sr. H.S. Typing, Stenography, Office Practice ~ Northeastern
University,
American International College, M.A.

Mel©, John

Sr. H.S. Spanish and Engliah « Merrimack College, 3.A.,
University of Massachusetts, M.A.

Milovski, Irving

Jr. H.S. Arithmetic and Heading, 5th Gr., American International
College, B.S.

KOaSIER R13G IOitAL SCHOOL FACULTY

Pago 20
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eiwoocl, Gr&nscr U.

Kuoic, Sand Director « Boston University, 3,':.Pd,
Key York University, M.A.Sd.

arher, Clifford A*

Vocational Agriculture - University of Hew Hampshire, 30S«,

et e r so n, Cft thsr ir,e

3r* R*S* English and French; Cheerle&ding Coach ~ University
of Vermont, Ph.B*; Springfield College, H„S.

hillips, Jack

Sr. R.S* Civics and U*S* History; Driver Education - American
International College, B.A.

laisted, Mrs* Pauline

Sr. H.Se Review Math, Algo ora; - Colby College-, A.BC

ugsley, Ov/cn

Guidance Director - American International College, B.A.;
Springfield College, M.B&«

fced, Irwin T*

Jr. HoCo 7th grade English and Heading, 8th grade French
University of Massachusetts, 3»A0, Middlehury College

ising, Mrc. Jean T„

Arts and Crafts - Syracuse University B.F.A*, Iowa State
University

yan, Mrs, Mary

Sr. Ho 3. Bookkeeping, Typing, Record Keeping - Horth Adams
Teachers College*

iar.o, John

Jr* H.S. Social Studies and Heading, 7th Or.; «» Tufts
University, A»3«, University of Massachusetts

pindler, Alice

Sr* HoS. English « Boston University, A.B. and A.M©

wicker, Donald

Sr. ST*50 General Science, Physical Scionce,-Faculty Manage:: «
University of Maine, 3*$©

hom&s, Leslie

Jr* Ho So English and Reading, 8th Gr«, - Bates College, BcAa

ee&cn, Edward

Jr. H.S* Social Studies and Reading, 3 th Gr* - Boston
University, A*A0, A*B©

nkowaki, Henry Jc

Sre B*S. General Math, Business Math, General Business
American International College, B*S©
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Kzr TTArT SCHOOL CWXC'tf #38 and mOKTILn RfcSICKAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Tear September 1561 - June 1962

Sentencer 6, Wednesday

Schools Open

October 12* Thursday

Schools Clo6« - Colnafoa lay

October 23* Msncay

: chool c Close « Teachers* ''o/rrentlon

Hoironoer 22

Schools "lose at 12*15 - Thanks ^Tin*
Recess

Wednesday

recegcer 22 > Friday
|

Schools Cloee at end of re filar
session - Christnaa Recess
TOTAL DATS

ft

1962
January 2, Tuescay

Schools Pecpen

February 16* Friday

Schools Close at end of rerpilar

sefcrfor * Winter Becess, Fefc* 19 - 23
TOTAL TATS

ft

February 26, y^diy

Scnoole Beopen

April 12, Friday

2crools Clcae at end of regular session
Spring ^ecess, Acril 16-20
TOTAL EATS

April 22, Monday

Schools -eopeo

May JC, ^ricesday

Schools Clof-e - Meaorial lay

Jure 11, Monday

Frontier Begional Claes Ki^ht

June 12, Tuesday

Frontier Be phonal Irartoatlor*

June 20, Wecnesoay

Tentatlre Closing Lais

35

TOTAL DATS

U2

take rT/i :ats

185

p:? 'Z 'orr

-

.9
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ii 6l=-$2

19S1

October 13, friary

Progress rc-, .erts for first quart or

Foveafoer 10p Friary

First quarter inarming perio' ends (9 v/ec::s)

•

Toye^bor ljf Friday

He00 rt cards issued

Dcco-fbor 15. Friday

Progress reports for second quarter

January 2c* Friday

First semester ends (lO weeks)

Tebruaiy 2$ Friday

Report cards issued

March 9/ Friday

Progress reports for third quarter

April 6? Friday

Third quarter marking period ends (9 weeks)

April 13f Friday

Report cards issued

May 18p Friday

Progress reports for fourth quarter

June 4, 5? 6-Mondc fucov Wed*

Senior final enuninations

1962

June 8, Friday

Senior report cards issued

To be Scheduled

Final examinations

Juno 13p Wednesday (tentative)

Fourth marking period

June 201 Wednesday

Tentative school closing date

ends (9 weeks)
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SjSTIOR 52 GE
n??o:o assicu i is

19cl . 1$62
STTJDTT'TS WILL U0TI T?:K LCCA-TICS 07 Tl-ITI? FIFTH PKRICL OLA.S32S
AHD WORT TO LUHCH AS FOLLOWS.

FIliST LinOH

-

FHTS. ED* OH LIBRARY STUDY
KU3IC

AST
KS3KAHXCAL DEASTIH)
ROOK 42 - ST3K3GRAPBY
ROOM U3 - STUDY
ROOM US ~ CIVICS

S1D0UD LUKC3

-

ROOM 52 - 2SGLISH 2
HOGS 53 - ER&IS3 1
ROOK 3'i - ALGEBRA X
ROOK 55 « r-SOBLSiS
ROOK 60 « ENGLISH 2
ROOM 65 - U*So HISTORY
ROOM UU ~ PERSONAL TTPIKG
ROOM ’47

PHYSICAL SCIRHCE

ROOK 49 - CHSJISTHY
BOOK 50 ~ 3I0LCGY
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1961 - ],02

c;30
eac

sM

3*50

Attend. nco and opening e::c raises.

3*55
8*57

Pass to Period 1 classes.
Period 1 classes begin*

9*4i
9 s 42
9*44

WB.rB.lng bell

10* 23
10 s 29
102 31

/-nuoiusacii:

t s over T».

Pass to Period 2 classes®
Period 2 classes begin®
Warning bell®
Pass to Period 3 classes
Period 3 classes begin*

111 IS

Warning bell®
Pass to Period 4 classes*
JUNIOR HIGH LUOT 3 SOI NS
Period 4 classes begin®

11*43
11 s 4*3

JUKI OH HIGH PUNCH 3MX5S®
Junior High Period 4 classes begin*

12?02
12S 03
X2S05

Warning bell*
Pass to Period *5a Sr® High classes©
139? SENIOR HIGH LUNCH EIGHTS.
Period 5& Sr® High classes begin

12s 29
12s30
12S 32

Warning bell*
Pass to Period [>b and Jr® High Period 5 classes©
Period 3° classes begin®

12c 49
12s 50

Warning bell®
Pass to 2ND SENIOR HIGH LUNCH®

lsl6

Warning bell®
ALL pass to Period 6 cle-ssss®
Period 6 classes begin
i
Warning bell
Pass to Period 7 clas90So
Period 7 classes begin®

U?15
11*16

ls!7
1*19

2s 03
2s 04
2s06

. 1J-

2*51
2s 55

Warning bell
Pass tc homerooms - attendance and end of day announcements over P®A0 system,
Dismissal®

3s 00

Buses leave « activity period begins®

4s 00

Activity period ends®

28 5°

r#

Detention begins®

Detention ends®

All tethers check in at the office before leaving for the day0
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APPENDIX £-5
UTERKATB

SCHBm®

13a - 19 S;

4

SsU6
Z'*oO

A11 teach era at prefer stations© Students aey {40 to lookers ar. i isme
rooms* Student3 arriving prior to 2‘s 3^ must re:.vin in the oaf :t . ' •.©
Student warning hell.* All corridors cleared*
Attendance and open.'eg exercises* Asaounoe»er.ts ever ’~V-© sysusa*

Ss55
S*57

Pass to Period 1 cl?sees
Period 1 classes begin*

9s 35
9s36
9s 3S

Warning hell
Pass to Period 2 classes©
Period 2 classes h-:oln0

10516
X0sl7
10? IS

Warning hell©
Pass to Period 3 classes*
Period 3 classes begin©

10? 57
10; 58
11s 00

Warning hell©
Pass to Period 4 els isee*
Period U classes be*in*
JUNIOR HIGH XiMOH 31£IH5.

US 25
11? 27

JUNIOR RICH LUNCH TurDS©
Junior High Period ■ classes begin*

11? 39
llS 40
11s 4-2

Warning hell©
Pass to Period 5a Si*. High classes©
1ST SR* HIGH LUNCH ISOINS©
Period 5a Sr© High classes begin©

12; 05
12;06
12sOB

Warning hell©
Pass to Period 5^ ax*d Jr© High Period 5 classes©
Period 5b Sr. High end 3 <Ir. High "begins©

12s 20
12s 21

Warning bell©
Pass to 2HD SENIOR HIGH LUNCH©

12? U6
i2sUy
!2sU9

Warning bell©
ALL pass to Period t classes©
Period 6 classes begin**

ls27
Ls2S
IS 30

Warning bell
Pass to Period 7 classes*
Period 7 classes begin©

2s OS
2509

Warning hell©
ALL STUDENTS RETURN TO H0MER00HS©

s?30

2s 11 - 2? 15

ALL STUDENTS PROCEED TO ASSEMBLY©

2sl5 •* 2?55 ASSEMBLY©
Dismissal
2s 55

3?oo

Pu vos leiv 3 0 activity period and detention h-'gin*

4,00

Activity period and

Ml teachers cl

ot out ion ondo

grmde
GMjjS

MONDAY
Period

I9oI»62

*K7KSMY

WEDNESDAY

1

?auasm.T

:

Friday

*

"SH5p‘

/

.
Physo 35d«

Ai't

Band

Heading - i

. airi.e

Hath ~ 1

Math •••» X

Hath *■■» 1 ,

Soc e Studies,

SeeoStudies . Soc® Studied

Science « 2

Science «» 2

Study - -4

Study .** 2

1„

Fhys« E&©

2o

Heading - 2

3*

Math - 1

K

3oc0 Studies^-} SOC © o viici?,

5*

Science «> 2

So

Library

^4

126

7

Bngiie‘hr-11

Science - 2
Stu&Y«=2

study «* 4
' '"leading; * 2
Hath « 1

Science « 2
jj Art
.

English^!!
| En&lish~XI
L,J.- ~ ~

sagU8h-.n

.

’: iftigiicwi

..
■OTRESmY

TUESDAY

MCHBAY

---

TRimi

TfrOBSDAY

Period
dfi-th «=» i
Study-4

Math ~> 1

Math — 1
KaaeEc^-o-''

1c

Math ” 1

2©

Music

3c

.Science - 2

Science « 2

Science « 2

Science - 2

40

Study ~ 1U

Art

Study «- 14

Study - 14
Study - 3.4
..— —

Ffxys® Ed©

Art

J Study - 1

Snglish-lU

EngXi rik»l4

j Engl i *h«lH

Reading - 4

Bund

Shop
5c

Phyoe. M®

6©

Scglish«l4

7c

Soc®Stud!es-4 3occ.Studios-4 Sac® Studies

rt-.

-1

Sfeglish-lU

Math ~ l

^,rU-Readi ri

^Reading ~ 4
Science «» 2

J

Soc o Studiee

Scco Studied

SEVENTH GRADS

HOMEROOM LISTING
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ina-iqgs

o HEED
lU
i -y ii —-i Hfr..*#**».
«••••

WRo SI AUTO - mfo 4

ME. CO'IAN - RMo 2

MS. F7LKIHS - EL 1

earn, Edward
bros, Irene
too-, M&rl&ine
gdon, Catherine
gdon, David

3?ill ipp Conetancc
Fitzgerald, Richard
Galeneki, Edward
Ca&ache, Gary
Gibbs, Pa\ila

lozlosky, Elaine
Xus daba, Pa tricia
Xuc on ski, Jos eph
Xiashway, Jean
Laurenitis, Robert

Sadoski, Charieno
Sadouski, CynthIa
St0 Peters, Nancy
Saaicki, James
Scott, Cynthia

gdon, Mary Ann
Idwin, Barry
Ldyga. Sharon
111 Halbert
rdwsll, Sharon

Golonka, Sonia
Corey, Mary
Gcrey, Richard
Goseenski5 Robert
Graves, Linda

Lincoln, Kim
Lively, John
Lord, Patricia
Ludwiczak, Michael
Hast&liz, David

Seliv&aoff, Timothy
Shaw, Carrie
Shoxmea, Steven
Smith, Brian
Smith, Douglas

rker. Benjamin
rtos, Mark
ckta, Theresa
dnaraki* Janes
11, Thomas

Graves, Ronald
Guilford, Winifred
(hum, Judy
Gunn. Stephen
Haggerty, Leslie

Uatuszko, Rcnxiia
Mayhem, Betty
McMillan, Edward
McMillsn, Martha
Mowry, Ronald

Sokoloski, David
Stafford, Lorralyn
Stineford, Marvin
StorosiiK, Walter
Sym&nski, John

rgasinf Albert
elunis, James
acteaer, Brian
ron, Mary Alice
ul den, Arnold

Hancock, Lester
Harris, Doreen
Hartshorn, Paul
Hepburn- Suzanne
Hill, Carol

Musablc, Katherine
Hapexkovsfci, Joanne
Hickerscm, Colin
Olaynk, David
Orloski, Frederick

Tosloski, -Jayne
Truesdollb Franklin
Urkiel, Donald
Walon&gik, Paula
Warchol, John

adford, Bale
oughall, Harriet
ms* John
tkiewics, Marie
11 eruorth* Charione

Hi rth, Gillian
Hoffman, Jane
Hubbard, Diane
Hudyma , Jeannette
Hunter, life®a Lou

Perrin, Mary
Perwafc, Robert
Peterson, John
Pilvinis, Joan
Pomoko, Nicholas

Warner, Cortland
Weeks, Eosanario
Weston, Marcia
Whitney, Sharon
Will lass, Laura

,rte:r, Ruth
a&peTj Abbye
ark. Judy
ary* Forrest
nklin, Rebecca

Jacka&n, Francis
Jackson, Susan
J&nuskevlcius, Daaute
Johnston, Shannon
Kemp, Shirley

Price, James
Pryatasa, John
Rockvood, Wayne
Hose, Marcia
Eos®, Susan

Winn, Bryan
Wise, John
Wisneski, Joseph
Wrisley, Barbara
Tagb’inski, Janet

reyf Frederic
ioker, Charles
►lano, John
.ton, ^ fcsiTil jjr

Kolakoski, Richard
Kolo&siej, Joe

Rosenthal, James
Sadoski, Arlene

Tasvinaki, Thomas
Yostramskl, Charios
Zera, Michael

mmpi

■

..
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S1TVTOPH GRADE

U3VA.KCED

DIVISION LISTING

ssptw. »ga

1961

BASIC I

BASIC II

SPECIAL

3agdon, Catherine
3agdon, Mary Arm
Ball* Carol
parker’, Benjamin
eckta, Theresa

Antes, Verlaine
B&jg&ca, David
Bardwell, Sharon
Bell, Thowu3
Bielunia, James

Ahoam, Eduard
Ambros, Irens
Bartos, Mark
Bums, John
Carter, Ruth

Baldwin, Barry
B&ldyga, Sharon
Dclsarsk.., James
Benjamin, Albert
BXackmer BrU.u

or on., Mary Alice
rougfcall, Harriet
illip, Constance
Jraveo, Ronald
lart shorn, Paul

P

Bradford, Bale
Butkieuicz, Marie
Champer. Abtye
Clary, Forrest
Conklin, Rahecca

Clark, Judy
Corey, Frederic
Delano, John
Eaton, Stanley
Gibbs, Paula

Boulden, Arnold
But t otjjo : th, 0 fearl
Decker, Charles
Gamache, Gary
Goray, Mary

Urth, Gillian
toff man, Jano
jfcidyma, Jeannette
ranuskeviciuo, Bam;.to
fohnoton, Sharron

Fitzgerald, Hie liar d
Galen ski, Eduard
Harris, Pamela
Hubbard, Diane
Hunter, Ikma Lou

Golonka, Sonia
Goray, Richard
Gosconski, Robert
Graves, Linda
Guilford, Winifred

Gunn, Judy
Gunn, Stephen
Haggerty. Leslie
Hancock, Lester
Jaekoan, Francis

Cozlocky, Blaine
jaurenitis, Robert
tord, Patricia
tea telis, David
lowry, Ronald

Solakoski, Richard
Kuconoki, Joseph
Kua&eba, Patricia
Ludwlcs&k, Michael
Naparkovski, Joanne

Hepburn, Suzanne
Hill, Carol
Kemp, Shirley
Lashway, Jean
Lincoln, Kia

Jackson, Susan
Zolo&aieJ, Joe
Lively, John
Matuszko, Ronnie
ltoyh©w, Petty

3rloski, Frederick
^errln, Mary
3©terson, J0hn
?ilTinia, Joan
Badoskl, Arlon©

Olanyfc, David
Peruak* Robert
Price, Janes
Rosenthal, James
Sa&ouski, Cynthia

McMiXlen, Martha
Nickerson, Colin
Rose, Susan
Santcki, James
Selivanoff, Timothy

Mcliil 1 en t 2dve rd
Ifumbl o, l^'atb e r in o
Fomosko, HickoXas
Pryst&ss, John
Rockv;ood, Wayne

S&doski, Charlene
/alendzik, Paula
.'arckol, John
iTeeton, Marcia
/illlama, Laura

St0 Peters, Nancy
Sherman, Steven
Smith, Brian
Sokoloaki, David
Urkiel, Donald

Stafford, Lorralyn
Stineford, Marvin
Storezuk, Walter
Tozloski, Jayne
Warner, Cortland

Rose, Maroia
Scott, Cynthia
Shaw, Carrie
Stolth, Dcugl&o
Symanaki, John

/is©* John
raswinoki, Janet

Whitney, Sharon
Winn, Bryan
Tazwinski, Thcoae

Wisneski, Joseph
Yestrameki, Charles
Zera, Michael

TrueedoXl, Franklin
Weeks, Rosemarie
Wrisley, Barbara

E

>
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grade s

SC EE2WLS

19bl~S2

h. o* i>v» xa»r.,«^n«u«4UA>/nk -**■

xormKT

•TUBsmy

wsraresBAT

THURSDAY

-»»*—•< ~li f* <»■?> U» «*|
FRIDAY

Period
Math - 7

Math ~ ?

9
See*Studies

9
9
i
SocoStudies
Soc* Studies

Art

Phys® Sdo

Library

Study *» 7

Study «* 11

1.

Hath «*» 7

2®

9
Soc o S tudi eo

Soc* Studies

3.

Fhys® Mo

Ue

3nop

Math - 7
9

3 tudy=»l

Math ~ 7

French 8-3

0horni Study • 9

f

Band

^—'^Study-'Y

Reading « 7

Reading «■ 7

Englieh ~ 11

English - 11

English » 11

English - i: . English « 11

Science - 6

Science «* 6

Science — 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

MONBAT

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

5o

Reading - 7

6*
7c

Study - 7

^NMNMmIWMMW • ,. c • Wia.

Period

1®

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science — 6

Science ■» b

2®

Ma th - 7

feth « 7

Math - 7

Math - 7

Math « 7

Fhya« Mo

French 8 -3

Phys* Ed*

Art

library

3c

Shop
Study - 6

Study
Chorus

Study * 11

|

Uo

Study «■ 11

5c

Reading - 6

Band^—*"
^-^^Study«6

Reading - 6

Reading « 6

6o

9
Soc•Studies

9
SocoStud!as

9
Soc«Studios

9
SoCoStudies

9
Soc* Studies ,

7c

English-11

English®!!

Snglish-11

English-11

English®!!

^^''sSfcudy-l

Study - 6
, ,
■ ■ ■ ■«»
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DAILY SCHEDULE

meed 1

GHA.DE

Period

%

1961-62

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

raimsDA.?

..„mwr

...

1.

Library

Libra?:/

Library

Library

Library

2o

Snglioh^lO

Engliah-iO

Bnglish-10

English-10

English-10

3*

9
Soq,Studies

9
Soc. Studios

9
Soc. Studios

4.

Phys. Ed*

Study « 10

Physo Rio

9
Soc. Studios
Shop
^*^Cho rus

9
Soc* Studies
Art

Band
£eading~10

6o

Science ~ 6

Science « 6

7c

Math - 7

1,

Engl i sb-11

2<

S tudy-l( 1 Reading-10

Reading-10

French-3

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science -

Math - 7

Math - 7

Math - 7

Math - 7

Ragliab»ll

English-11

English-11

3£ngl i *-11

Science — 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

3®

sdath — 7

i

MlCCd 2

5o

Math - 7

4*

Fhya. Ed*

1

i*-*
8
#*♦
r*«

Shop_
Phys* Ed*

Math - 7
Math - 7
B tudy-9^^'''
^-^'^uhoi’ua Study « J

is&ad
5<

Reading-9

6c

Art
9
Scco Studios

Readlag-9

French ~lU

Reading-9

Library

Library

Library

Library

9
Soc. Studies

9
Soc * Studios

9
Soc.Studies

9
Soc.Studies

9 '
9
See*Studies
Soc.Studies

9
Soc.Studies

9
Soc.Studies

9
SocoStudies

English - 11

English - 11

luiglish «=» 11

English - 11 English - 11

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

Science - 6

Ffcyo* Ed.

S tudy - 11

FhjSo Ed.

Science - 6
Study-2^'»^’ Shop
Chorus ^^'^Stud.y-8

Rcading-11

Art

Roading^ll

Reading-11

Study - 11

Math - 7

Hath ~ 7

Math - 7

Hath - 7

I’ath -

Library

Library

Tdbrary

Library

^^-^Study-9

.

; Library
1

7

t

r

'- .

.

• •

'

^-

• ' x,
. - /i
.»* > r

132

AC*.
■**%.» .» 4k -i

- * *-

1

PETIRSOfl

Ifrillifs

Frenoh II
Ha® 62

Study -Cafe
Th.

English

Review

B

Math
,

RISIHC

Jr® He Art

Art I
M. W. Po

The

l mir
u 42

Study-Oaf e
Friday

Study
Ba. 62

Hitt*

>2

0 o S o Hi 8 <y o tloS* Hiet.

B

•

Study-Cafo

Bo® 55

1

B
Isa*

Civics

:

;gliDh

A3

2a o 62

I 65
I FLAISTED
1 54

I

*—«r-

UoSc Hiet*
A2

UcS. Hist o'

9

jAl^ehra l

Algebra I

Algebra I

~AI
j Res* 42

A2
Ba*

52

Efio 54

Art I
Jr. Ho Art
M* W. F0
Study-MoW of >
Jr.H.-T* Th

Pars. %pin

Taping I

Art I
Jr® Ho Art
Ho * Wc ;'o

t So

English II

"coord

Typir ^ I

Keeping

S

Eo^Liah IV

English

XV

A2

AI

To Th. i

_

?M0 4^
„ spirapR

Stud,

Sbiglish II English II
AX
A2

i

Boo! •
keep!
_J

l

Study • C ax o

M.

&

Wo

PRES
WICKER

a 47

Ceno Sole

B

ZUKOWSKI
» 43

Bub.Hath

NORWOOD
D A MUSIC

B&nd-W.fitf*
Choruo-F.

Rn. 42

Con. Scie

Study-Cafe

Fhyso Sci*
Study-Rm. 7
Erie only

A2

Can. Bus*

Geu.Math
Rnu 43

Rn. 42

Gen.Muoic

Sr. H. Oho.

Rm* 43

Ceno So
A3

Sen. Bus.
Bn. 42

Cen. Mat
Rns0 43

Sr. H. Cho » Jr* He Bam .

T. 7*

T. Th.

7th

Study

Gen* Sole
S

Randle
Band-M.W*
M. 4 We Sr.H. Chorui 1
Chorus-Th.F , ?. Th. ?o Chorus-T

•*
U ARTS

He DRAWIHO

Shop-7
To Th.

Ind0 Arts

Mscho Dr.
X

Mecho Dr.
I

Indo Arts

I

I

A
Shep'-Sth
H.W.Th.F.

Moche Dr.
II

•

Shop7th
T. The

Mech* Dr.
I

Ind. Arts
II

Ind. Ar¬
il
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B~8

PROGRAM

1961^62
Grade

iTest
QBUMtVA. ■ *»

9, 11

lor 1 Tes

8
11
8

f.t' KAucationaX Le'-^-Lc :v.. v:

Sept. 25, 1961

SRA Achieve*. ;ent Test

Cot. 9, 3.961

Prelimina 13

Oct. 17, 1961

holistic Aptitude Tei. t

Lorge-Thomdike Psychological Test

Nov. 7, 1961

10

Kuder Preference Record

Feb. 14. 1962

8

Kuder Preference Record

Mar* 6, 1962

11

National Merit Scholarship Qualifying
Test

lic-.ro 7, 1962

10

Ohio State University Psychological
Test

Apr* Ilf :/,C2

Differential Aptitude Test

Kay 2„ 3962

U. So Snplpymant Service Aptitude Test

April or May, 1962

8
12
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FACULTY HANDBOOK

APPENDIX

Progress Report Port:

SAMPLE
Ifid-Tera
Progress Rarort
FRONTIER H8EECNAL SCHOOL

(Data)

“

The progress of ____________ to date in the current
(Students nans)
narking period is indicated below:
Subject

Progress

ft^lish • • • • •

_______

Social Stadias

__

&

Probable Reason (s)

__
,

Mate.. . _
Science

• • • • 0 _____

Other: • =

Teachers Sase

_

__

_____

_

t « c

Progress Code

Probable Reason(3) Code

2
S
?
C

1*
2.
3.

-

_

Excellent
Satisfactory
Poor
Unsatisfactory

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Lack of attention
Poor attendance
Lack of work
Avoidance of sake-up
Lack of interest and care
Lack of ability for this work
Interference of outside interests
Poor performance on tests
Achievement far below ability

Signed:
(Parent cr Guardian.'
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CHECKLISTS

CLOSIKG- OF SC!K(

EATS

TEACHER9 S HAMB
1#

Grades entorod on

Vemz

c

30.01*?* C<v: ;\s

Oui i&ncs . recto*
2.

Final grades entered on Gaifeoe Records
Guidons© 1 irector

Validated and cl:;Aed

3®

Registers

4.

All keys placed in onvc .o

5«

All razte fleets ooispXstcd •

60

Reports of oil inooffipleta
are in the office.

7«

Book ordor completed

80

Student book bills submitted

9a

Inventory of ell textbooks cc-tc, number of oeples,
condition, shore stored, etc.

listed and return©-.

ite

\.-r&

yearly averages
failing uavk* etc®

I0e

Books Of account froa clauses, treasurers,
organisations, oto.

lie

Summer address) (Where yen can be reached end
where you want your checks sent.)

12o

Books to be bound, titles, t;'aert located (please
ltare books in a conspicuous qpot with a note
"to be bound" attached.)

13°

faculty Handbook Returned

APPENDIX C-3
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FRONTIER REGIONAL SCHOOL

ACCIDENT REPORT

Da te_
Kame

„„

_

_

__

Address

...

Phone . ....
Age

Business Address
Parent*s Name

Home Phone

Paint's Business Phone
Time of Accident

Date

Cause of Accident

Place of Accident
Nature and Extent of Injury

Was First Aid Given?

By

Whom

What was done?
Was Medical Attention Given?
Doctor's Name

Address
Phone

Remarks

Accident Witnessed by

Reported by
Follow up

i
„
Male or Female
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APPENDIX C«4

Frontier Regional School
Data
Notice of detention for
Reason
For the reason specified above, the student named is to serve a period of
hours in Room
with Mr./Mrs./Miss
Fnis time will be served at the convenience of the teacher* beginning at 3*F® M« or
Later- A teacher may elect to detain a student for detention on any day of the week
then school is in regular session*
Each student is to have his/her detention notice signed by a parent or guardian*
rhe signed notice is then to be returned to the teacher when the student reports for
ietention. Should the customary 24-hour notice be unnecessary (if the student is
able to serve his time on the same day when detention was assigned.), the notice
Mist still be properly signed and returned to the teacher on the following school day.
Detention notices will become a part of each students permanent record. There¬
fore, care should be taken on part of the student to return the signed notice in a
reasonably neat condition*
The bottom portion of this form, when detached, will serve as both a record
for the teacher and a means of entering credit for time served as specified. Both
the original signed notice and the record of time which has been satisfactorily
served may be sent together to the office of the principal. Five detentions will
Lead to a two-day suspension from classes.
Date detention is to be served:

____ _____

Signature of parent or guardian:

Date: ____
The following student,
assigned

....

_

Grade ___was

hour(3) of detention to be served in Room

on Date ___

for the reason stated below:

He/She returned the signed detention notice on (Date)
Ha/She served the time assigned on (Date)

Signature of teaeher

Ali .^LlX C^-5

kMWtMMK>»k«nruad>ia*>» ^*1- '■ •..v*
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Dates

a*0^r*i

Nase of Comp3i\y

Teachers
Street

Room

Vor. i

UNIT

JttOTITY

TfPB OP ARTICLE^ BSSGHXmON, COLOR, SIZE, ETC.

CATALOG | p^xCi'5

.t

POSTAGE
APPROVAL OP PRINCIPALS

-

DATE? ___
APPROVAL Oi a!K *HiNTlOTD22ff;.
h4Tf__

140

APPENDIX Cj>
book rbruisition yora
PHONIER REGIONAL SCHOOL

Date__

^TFubrianeT

TeaOie? ..
itreet

Poors Hoc
li'fey*

>TMTITY

—--

CATALOG
NUMBER

unit
COST

TITLE, AUTHOR* COPYRIGHT*, EDITION

TOTAL
COST
-* .v-i -t*rv

*

i
POSTAGE
Approval of Pyinolpals_
Data*________
U

fcl

f-Kf Xijfe <&&.

S

Uate*~---

APPENDIX D
SCHOOL REGISTER INSTRUCTIONS
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APPEklEX D

'

GT*V?ISR3

i classroom regie/ or in each 5 ; 10* 1 is
rat accurately a d neatly at all tines*
pa it tut ar, of ..‘as opening of school
r the following outlines'
'toad carefully the of /setlens :‘ou
those directions carefully..
2

<

Page 3 "aid 4<.

.n 3 opo> t?nt 1 ._. L
j
-• do y>fc kaou what t
si Septe;.i er
on p

? 2

•:

:■ ;

;

»> '
.ay

'. 0 .

Lie'- all pupils enr Hed in e'lplacxiit:

rv'v,

i * »
-3

1

■

iz

-

/

• ,5.r

1]

1L

.

two grades lx one room will, separate the pu/ils
gs
.
Grades should be list ad tx consecutive order; Ou 0 1
page 3 for tie listing of ih- boys and page 4 .1: ? 1
•’•
nay indicarte seo: : i denting the names of: girls t tlvj .
Examples

a ■ 11
ox
1 • I;no' * 2.: llv; r
q: a
fci
:,‘‘o :i 00..
,r - . ’ > , Xiat
33

Smith, John
Smith, Fairy E,

to 1 loo 1

iv . Ik is ■:<

i

Page 5c Directions expla; 1 themselves,
accuratelyt

;.n

. 4o

?gge 6 and 11 Note carefy]LJy« Record of attendunce in t-h* Xl'l£ L. ;
for the peri d beginning (aonth-d ay-year) for this ifr. c-& at t:rae or
FACl-l page only - NOT June fS&S.*
ae

Enter names of buys in alphabetical order, .Las

b«

Inter ns ties cf g ir?s .in alphabetical ore er, lari name fir *t.

- a:

*3‘i
• _:

n/me Iv.:xu

5u

Pfige 15o Complete items 1, 2, and ?* Under item 7 ‘Le. * od of 1
: s;
' I: .
isoans when you start ti;? rirrn.it school yeai\ Do not co. plefce nP: r ual .1 tl 3
end of the year*

60

Pago 160 To be completed 1 October 19&0e
the footnoteso

7o

Pago 1* Complete items 1, 2 and % Under item 7, wPuv ,cd c •? ^-rinei "frox’1
means vrhen you start the current school yeart Jo not complete *!/-■ u.ii 1 the
end of the year*

Go

Femoranda* List date and ti e of all Fir€ Drills held during th. schc i year.
List*also any serious accident in/jiving pupils, giving 'ho folio lg ■ ? email
date, pupil's name, injury, namo of nurse or doctor called, cried lesci . tio.a
ths accident, and source of information*

_

T aaf dii*ec :.

,0

1

c u'-efu Ly,, ;

ecia

■

! M I u i faahmsij

*LrtJ,-Iv„ |

G fXlGn?cfdy f

MK>w» «*■>«• *«“
«*•"<

ww^«

f

f

i

$

i

!

I

*»• «■■■»*
* -r* •«’*"••

<
»w>fw«/n». «w4ctw

f

»

11

. ,1—a T*jL»^ —wr-*--

r
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APPENDIX 3

Plffi-lX.Cdft f'Jft SGii' X j IHSlSTTvi

NUMBER f 1- DI?i,vi5R.lfe. PUF'PErROIXEU DUiTNO X'
.- j" ,. -•

■— «dwt xr*r. . *

5

1

.

*5 yoari
j ? years
jor
,
Over
v/ • '
and
* •«;> *•* lj
or
- *+ Over
' '
•

*:-oa.:i3

j Under ?

of Age

• ...*«,.• •— .~

.. .......

|
;

; l

ye;

■->

':..;

V.

Unde,*

and
,1 Under lft.
*•«

14 yeci*

j.

'

*-*

«»• t

. o- *
* jC

,

v;

'

■' * IM% "#,> £ > WN

1

f•• •“••'I- •••

▼ *- •

'"V

< M

5

Enrollment dvri “ ■; year,,

)YS
U.VMMMK

• ir. VTP

T-XMMP*

MM,

.«*« .. &.»»«,«•» .-.w
.

•

!

'

Agfa as of Oc-tciW 1 . of e-faol yazr
1

. .« .

r. -mwMrjx <** * ■ ■ •. - iv ^

(D<| not Include 3up]?I«Mr&

yn l

UMHWH

i

)r.-<ctvwmf * ■

;

*

MM»*. »***

*■*

'-

list}

;oiptJ,.at cXm&.sd..A‘$&&k

L _I -_

-i»

• '■

5M
S.. I ■

.

'MMC

*« '■•’••'

V -• •

'

.--•...
-• ■

•.

ST.
at

• --

• •'

'

... '

■■* *"■ *

vv-**
,
-

••'•••-'*■ »** »»

Dai. £
Swbi

ritb?
: r

-

Ooto

as V-*. ~ ^-vd- »eama.;wbs?.3s --v^ssssr •= .ssss*? .v;v!ss;•,if.'-i....‘.,

,<5gr®gate

%■

f.

.- ■ •* •••

-. I V.
, '
VS1W
• •■■
L,-.Ww. J«.v !•». V.*- • ■' '-•

■ •--*
■' '
-3K.V . t «X>

- ■

- ■

i

Attocdanccf

536 )

655

4

|The s,m of these, ton
- —.

1

-

-■-

. .. , .v

. .*r i«...

ii ■

I ■ i 'i 1

~m4L.

~ A pMlitTI ~>~l~Th fiT^i

divide a^regato attendance for yc^ai (ab: ve j l
b.tandL-^.5-

1

28a I
___
!
34 ’ I

s ;
^
^--r
sa Ions
1 _—-M
36 bo not ory to get this m*-oZ V*** total from
,n tlds line# Add pnpils on rag. "ad snpp •

*.
. V-—>r>r„ri

w'

1 or»r*Ur*r

t- > '

.livid# «a of oonihl;r aggrog. awsbershlpH ! v
30.05* 34.10
i iH>~ f| t i ■

li

Vi i if mi ■ w ...

I
93c8*ii

i

■-}

jjp^ a£ $&y»cefisi.c\xB (item %
.imam.

-1* —

—n »»%*• . .a^.-»—>■»»■»*.•

b^

)
• “«

^

«l« »*

^»

bivido asyreffate attendance for year (above.; ,,y
96oOftp

1^-.

n,

**
'J
_
_ja^grestate seiribazatiip for yearn

_

: *

*ym~. -mm#
t b

-^
°

;i
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APPENDIX D

September I960
DIRECTION FOR SCHOOL REGISTER (contld)
lo

Total Membership (Month's ©nrollinfint) (sometimes called ‘'total no, belonging”)
equals noc of pupils who have been members any part of the ttonth, ( • T3 P-4- ■lS
girls equals total*,)

2o

Aggregate membership equals the sum of weekly totoia ax botw, A pages.
plus girls equals total*)

3c

Average membership - divide "aggregate membership'4 (above) by number of days
sessionsi carry two decimal places even if they are zeroes.
Aggregate attendance is obtained from bottom of term's enrolment pages,
for boys, one for girl3u) (Boys plus girls equals total.)

5o

;3ov j

(One

To find average daily attendance - Divide aggregate attendance by number of days
sessions 5 carrying two decimal places even if they are zeroes*

6„

To net per cent of attendance - Divide aggregate attendance by aggregate _
membor3hipT"carrying' foor decimal places; express first two as per cent and last
two as hundreds of a per cent*

7o

Check your work.

Caution:

record the five monthly it errs
Each month before sending report to principal
c
called for in table 6, page 1*

Keep work of all monthly reports!,
Principal will check carefully all reports, initial same, and forward to the
Superintendent of School©

APPENDIX E
PROGRAM OF STUDIES
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APPENDIX FJL

FROilTpJR REGIONAL SCHOOL
STANDARDS FOR WRITTEN WORK

lo

All papers of an essay type should be written on white paper in ink
(blue or black)o

2o

Superscription should be placed in the upper right hand corner» This
should include student* s name, the name and division letter of the
course for which the paper is written, and the date*

3o

Title should be centered on the first line0 The student’s own title
should not be underscoredo A blank line should be left under the title,

40

A margin of one inch should be left free of writing on each side of the
paper*

5*

Pages should be numbered and either clipped or stapled together*
SAMPLE

Name
English IIA
Date
Title

(Bagin). .

(Prepared by the English Department)

APPENDIX
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FRONTIER REGIONAL SCHOOL
SOUTH DOTIFIELD* MASSACHUSETTS

STUDENT AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS;
f

Honor roll cerf ificatcs warded quarterly*

Athletic certificates and letters**
National Honor Society in grades 11 and 12*

Citigsn of the Month award by the Student Council *

Future Farmer Awards

Science Fair Awards©

Industrial Arts Awards©
Scholarships awarded to graduating seniors^
$X00o00

Thomas Vf0 Ashley Post #229
Student Council Scholarship

IpOoOO

Whataly Police Association

100o00

Halo Clapp V*FeW* Post #3295

100o00

Polish A® or lean Cltigena Club

ioo0co

So © Doerfiold Women8 a Club

200o00

Frontier Regional School P* T„ A©

2 ©

200e00

FRONTIER REGIONAL SCHOOL
LIST OF FILM STRIPS

SOCIAL STUDIES
Accidents Will Happen
Adventure for Defense
Advertising
Alaska
Alaska-America's Northwest Frontier
The American Prasidency-The Office
of the President
7o The American Presidency-Sleeting
the President
8. America's Youth
9o Aspiration: Statehood
10o Britain-1953
Ho Britain in the Modern Age
12o Canada
13* Canada: A Nation Grows
14. Canada Today
15« Central Africa-Focus on Liberia
and Ghana
16. Changing Latin America
17. China Under Communism
18. Cities Within Cities
19o Civil Defense-Power for Peace
20. Communication Serves the Nation
21« The Connecticut River
22. Conservation-Key to Survival
23» Corporations-Citizens of the
Community
24o Crisis in Education
25o Cuba-A Dictator Falls
260 The Dark Continent Wakens
2?. Hinerson's New England
280 The Family«A Changing Patern
29« Flag Etiquette
30o Franco Today
31o A Divided Germany
32. Germany Divided
33o The Growth of American Labor
34 „ Going Places Safely By Rail
35. Hawaii-The Fiftieth State
360 History of Our Flag
37. How Strong is Russia?
380 Inflation and the Standard of Living
39*. Interdependence in Industry
40. Iran
41. Israel
42. Korea
43. Japan
44. Keystone of Prosperity-America's
Foreign Trade

L.
2.
3°
4.
5o
60

45* Making Democracy Work
46. Mass Production
47o Mexico
48o The Kiddle Bast-An Overview
49o The Nature of a Job
50<, The Navajos
51. Near East Puzzle
52. The New Indonesia
53° The New Japan
54. The New South-An Economic Overview
55^ Th© Newspaper in a Changing America
560 North Africa in Ferment
5?o Oils From Earth to You
58* Oils Stake in the Cold War
*59° Our Foreign Trade
60o Our National Anthem
61. Our Nation's Health
62. Our Hoads-A National Problem
63c Our Transportation Problem
64. Pensions for All
65<j Petroleum in Today's Living
66. Poland-A Troubled Nation
67. Port of New York
68. Power-Servant of our Nation
69. Powers of the President
?0. Problems of Our Cities
TloProblems of the New Administration (1953)
72. Program for the Nation
73° The Promise of America
74c Puerto Rico-Caribbean Commonwealth
75. Red Tides in the Orient (1952)
760 Report on the Cold War (1952)
77o The Rising Tide of Nationalism (1953)
?8o The St. Lawrence Seaway and Power
Project
79« Solomon and Sheba
80. South African and its Problem
81o Southeast Asia-Focus on Indonesia and
Malaya
82. Southeast Asia-Overview of a Strategic
Area
83. Steel and the Nation
84o Storing Our Nations Goods
85. The Sues Canal
86. Sweden Today
87. To Promote..0Bettor...Life
88. Taxes-Your City's Income
89. Then and Now in New England
90o Transportation
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SOCIAL STUDIES--Cont,d

SCIENCE

91o
92o

1.
20
3o
40
5»
6C
?o

93o
'?40
95o

960
97o

980
99o

The Transportstion Revolution
The UoSe Census-150 Million
Americans (1953,)
U«So and U0S«SCR*-An Economic
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The Atom
Atoms for Peace
Automation
Battle Report-The War Against Cancer
Cures and Colds
Kadsme Curie and the Story of Radium
Electronics
From Test Tubes to Tablets
The Geophysical Year
Fdward Jenner and the Story of
Smallpox Vaccination
Robert Koch and the Discovery of the
Tubercle Bacillus
The Mouth-Digestion and Respiration
New Frontiers of Science (1953)
Florence Nightingale and the Founding
of Professional Nursing
Outer Space-The New Frontier
Louis Pasteur and the Gem Theory
of Infection
The Race to Outer Space
Walter Road and the Conquest of
Yellow Fever
Research Points the Way
Edward Livingston Trudeau and the
Crusade Against Tuberculosis
Weather

APPENDIX G
TEACHERS* ASSOCIATION

CONSTITUTION

FRONTIER :.iSGIC!!!.’•• L DISTRICT TEACHERS* .^iSOCIATXON
Constitution and By-Laws
Article 1

NAME

***** <*x -••+-'***

The nans of this organisation shall be the Frontier Regional District
Teachers * Association.
Article II
The objects of this association are topj?r>mote the professional
interests of teachers, to form a closer professional bond among them,
and to in "ease the efficiency and quality of education as a public
service.
' ■
Article III
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
This association shall ice affiliated with the Massachusetts
TeachersJ Association, hereinafter called the State Association and
the National Education Association.
Article IV
MEMBEHSHIP
Section I, Any teacher or supervisor, excluding the Superintendent of
Schools, employed in the Frontier Regional School District may become a
member,,
Article V
OFFICERS
Section I. The officers of the association shall be as follows s A president,
a vice-president, a secretary, and a treasurer, who shall comprise the Executl
Board (hereafter called "board”)*
Article VI
ELECTIONS
Section I. The officers shall be elected at the association’s annual
meeting in March for a term of one year. New officers will take charge of
the May meeting which is the last ona of the school year.
Article VII

MEETINGS
Section I. There shall be at least one regular meeting on_
during the year at the time and place determined by the Group.
Section II. Special meetings of the association shall be called
by the secretary at the request of the president or any five members.

the request of the president or any t*.o board members
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Article VIII
Finance
Section I*

The annual dues shall be $

payable on or before November 1*

Section II, The Association shall pay the annual dues assessed by the state
association before December 30 of each year.
Article IX
Duties of the Officers
Section I, The president shall preside at all meetings of the association
and of the board, shall supervise the affairs of the association, and shall
submit an annual report. He shall be a member ex-officio of all committees ex¬
cept the nomination committee.
Section II, The vice-president shall perform the duties of the president
during his absence or at his request.
Section III. The secretary shall keep a full and accurate record of
all business transacted by the association and by the board. He shall keep
a list of the officers, members of committees and of members with their
addresses* He shall conduct the correspondence of the association, preserve
its documents, and provide the secretary of the state association with such
information as he may require.
Section IV, The treasurer shall be the custodian of the funds of the
association* He shall keep an accurate record of all receipts and dis¬
bursements, shall pay bills after they have been approved by the president,
shall retain the vouchers properly filed, and shall collect the dues* He shall
submit a written report at the annual meeting and at other times requested.
Section V* The board shall have the general management of the association
between meetings thereof.
Article X
Quorum
Section I, More than half of the members shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of the business of the association*
Section II* Mora than half of the members of the board shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of the business of the board.
Article XI
Amendments
This constitution may bs amended at any meeting by two^
vote of -.to„e
presents provided, however, that a written notice 01 the nature of the Pr°P°*
change shall have been given to the members at least ten days m advance of ch»
meeting.
Article XII
The Executive Board shall be authorized to expend up to a maximum of fifty
dollars during the school year, with a limit of ten dollars per item or occasion
without a required vote of the Association, to provide for travel expenses,
supplies or materials which the Board deems in the best interests of tho
Association*
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November 27 * 1961

Subject:
lJo:

School Committee Policy Handbook

All Members 5 Frontier Rogioral DiCtrlct School Committee

1* Tills is a report cf my progress to date in the prepar¬
ation of a school committee policy handbook* It in the purpose
of this report to present what has been accomplished to date,
a tentative description of the kind of handbook the author hopes
to prepare and a request for certain committee cooperation end
action which is necessary to produce that kind of handbook**

,

2* The following tentative but incomplete Table of Contents
Is indicative of the proposed content and organisation of the
handbooks
a* Foreword* A brief statement of explanation concern¬
ing the organization* content? purpose and use of the handbook.
A draft copy of the Foreword is attached#.
bo Definitions of Important Terms * This section will
be designed to state as clearly as possible certain legal and
professional definitions of terms which are sometimes mi sunder*stcod or interpreted differently by school committee mo inhere end
the professional school administrator^ It is believed that this
will facilitate the usefulness of the handbook In the orientation
of new committee or administrative personnel. This should assist
in the formulation of better? more complete and accurate comm: t~
tee and administration policies* Please see attached draft,
c*

ByHLatre of the Frontier Regional District School

Committee
&c- School Committee Decisions* These -are more or loss
permanent one-time decisions of present or former- school commit-"
tees which provide a legal basis for continuing operational prac¬
tices*
e* School Committee Administrative Policies* This
section Is of course the primary object of the handbook* It
will contain a complete statement of all. written school commit*tee policies as contained In the minutes of the committee* These
policies will be stated in alphabetical order according to major
categories and specific subject matter*
5*

A summary of my progress to date is indicated below:

a* Completion of a tentative plan for handbook organi¬
sation? as above? and a plan of procedure for completion as ratlined below *
b* Committee minutes have boon researched to date?
and ail committee policies which seem to bo in order have beer,
assembled and are attached hereto (Exhibit #1)«

Sub j:

School C omittoo Policy Handbook
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c. Attached Exhibit #2 is a list of contradictory and/
on unintended committee polic5.es contained in the minutes ? as
compiled by Mr* Lagoy and L
Attached Exhibit #3 is a list of subjects which
Includes two categories:
(1)

Subjects included in the minutes for which it
appears that policies have been made but not
stated 5.n the minutes*

(2)

A list of suggested subjects for which policies
should be written and included in the policy
handbook# This list has been compiled with
the assistance and/or .concurrence of Mr*
Bennett and Mr* Roger*

4* The following requests, are respectfully submitted for
the committeeSs consideration:
a# That the commit tee approve or indorse the proposed
handbook as d33C.r5.lDed and/or make suggestions for its improvesent *
bo That the committee study the attached three exhibits and then perform the following?
(1)

Confirm or make necessary or desirable cor¬
rections of or amendments to policies contained
in Exhibit //l*
«

(2)

♦

Take whatever action is considered appropriate
to correct the situations outlined in Exhibit
jin
Kd.*-

(3) Write now policies for subjects listed in
Exhibit #3 as the committee deems fit or desir¬
able

to -P

3» Upon completion of the above requested committee actions
X shall as speedily as possible organise and complete the hand¬
book v It is earnestly hoped that I will bo able to complete thi
project in December, if possible* or by mid-January at the latea
so that I may complete my degree requirements at the university
before the end of the current semester* Ac soon as the committee
shall have completed its action* 1 shall prepare a complete pre¬
liminary draft to be presented to the committee for approval and/
or necessary changes or corrections before putting the handbook
into its final form* Cnca the handbook is completed and accepted
by the committee, it is recommended that it be formally adopted
by the committee and that it become a part of the committee’s
mirratGs on that date, in order to give the policies contained in
the handbook a legal status*
Respectfully submitted.

PROBLEM APPROVED BY!

^ v c

(Problem Committee)

DATE

